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University of Maine partners with Orono Police
Department in Pedestrian Safety Campaign
Sydney DuEst
Contributor
The Division of Student
Life at the University of
Maine and the Orono Police
Department are working together to raise awareness
for pedestrians in the Orono
area. The motive behind the
Heads Up Campaign came
from the numerous complaints that Orono Police
Department received in regards to pedestrians feeling
unsafe at crosswalks.
According to National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration Data from
2004 to 2007, 11 percent of
all fatalities in crashes have
been pedestrians. The number fluctuated to 14 percent
in 2013 where 4,735 pedestrians were killed in crashes.
“While we didn’t have
any hard data to suggest that
pedestrians in crosswalks
were at risk, the anecdotal
information seemed compelling and we wanted to stay
ahead of the problem,” Josh
Ewing, Chief of Orono Police, said.
Orono Police Department reached out to Kendra
Schelle, assistant vice president of Student Life, in order
to find a way to effectively
reach students on campus
with the message to drive
safely and always stop at
crosswalks.
“We are expecting to raise
awareness for both drivers
and pedestrians to be ‘Heads

With the recent rise in pedestrian deaths, The University of Maine is partnering with UMPD to launch the Head’s Up program.

Up’ when it comes to traveling or crossing roadways,”
Ewing said.
Ewing and Schelle are
using Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram in order to reach
out to students on campus
as well as the First Class
conferencing system and the

Marketing and Communications Office. Students are
encouraged to like and follow the pages and to pass the
word on to their friends.
The social media sites
will remind students to only
cross on a crosswalk, to
avoid wearing dark clothing

at night, and to pay attention
when crossing the street.
Drivers are reminded to stop
at crosswalks when pedestrians are crossing and to
avoid driving with any distractions.
“Our main goal with this
campaign is to keep people

Sanders, Trump take home
wins in New Hampshire

safe, and if drivers and pedestrians all work together
it should be an easy goal to
obtain,” Ewing said.
The UMaine Police Department (UMPD) also
agreed to help out with the
campaign after the educational piece is complete.

Samuel Shepherd
News Editor
Just one week after the
Iowa caucuses, two new
candidates took home important victories after the
Feb. 9 New Hampshire
primaries.
Donald Trump, who has
dominated media coverage of the upcoming 2016
presidential election, accrued 35.4 percent of the
Republican vote, as well
as 10 of 23 delegates. This
is Trump’s first major vicTuesday
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tory, after losing by 3 percent in Iowa to Ted Cruz.
Cruz had a pedestrian
day in The Granite State,
picking up 11.7 percent
of the vote with only two
delegates, coming in third.
John Kasich, current governor of Ohio, came in
second, earning four delegates and 15.8 percent of
the vote.
Many pundits are saying that there are only five
candidates for the Republicans that stand a chance
of winning. Fox News said
Wednesday
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that the “still alive five”
included Kasich, Trump
and Cruz along with Marco Rubio and Jeb Bush.
Bernie Sanders accrued
15 of the 24 delegates in
New Hampshire after posting a relative landslide
victory with 60.4 percent
to Hillary Clinton’s nine
delegates and 38 percent
vote.
According to CNN, the
loss in New Hampshire is
tough for Clinton to take,
as it shows the desire
within the Democrats for
Thursday
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Sander’s strong demand
for a “political revolution.” The 20-point defeat
is compounded by the fact
that the win in Iowa was
by a .3 percent margin.
Primaries, being a measure of public opinion,
are in no way binding to
specific candidates, so between now and election
time anything can happen.
The next primary elections
will be between Feb. 20
and Feb. 27 in Nevada and
South Carolina, respectively.
Friday

Students can also get involved with the campaign by
contacting Roland Lacroix,
Chief of UMPD, or Schelle.
“Maine has seen a recent
increase in accidents involving pedestrians and this is
one way we’re trying to battle that trend,” Schelle said.

Cutler Health
Center says
Zika poses very
little threat
Hannah Chambers
Staff Writer

Bernie Sanders won the New Hampshire democratic primary election on Feb. 9.

Kyah Lucky, Contributor
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Zika, the mosquito-borne
virus that has been creating a
buzz lately, may not be as hazardous for spring break travelers as some shocking headlines may suggest.
“I think it’s really being
blown out of proportion. It’s
not really any worse than having a bad fever,” Dr. Sarah
Stewart from the University of
Maine’s Cutler Health Center
said. “It’s kind of like having a
really bad flu.”
According to the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), one in five people
who become infected with the
Zika virus will display the illness’ mild symptoms of fever,
joint pain, rash and conjunctivitis.
“The thing is, people go
to these countries that have
the Zika virus all of the time
for spring break. Countries
that have dengue and yellow
fever, which give these same
symptoms passed by mosquito bite,” Dr. Stewart said. “We
very seldom see anyone coming back with these diseases.”
Dr. Stewart believes that
the hype surrounding the virus
has been caused by birth defects in Brazil that may have a
connection to Zika. According
Saturday
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to Dr. Stewart, there has been
no reported evidence that can
confirm the connection.
Although the chance of developing any serious medical
issues as a result of the Zika
virus during spring break is
slim, some UMaine students
and parents are still worried.
UMaine Nursing International is a group of nursing
students led by Susan Wheaton. They plan to travel to
Panama to provide healthcare
over spring break. The group,
which originally consisted of
12 students, has already lost
one due to concern about the
virus.
“I worry about malaria,
yellow fever and water contamination equally as much as
I worry about Zika,” Wheaton
said. “All of them weigh the
same.”
“I understand if parents are
concerned and don’t necessarily want their students to go,
but I think standard precautions are more than adequate.”
In fact, Dr. Stewart plans
to soon travel to Puerto Rico,
where there is currently a Zika
outbreak, for a conference.
She urges travelers to stay
smart and be prepared.
Because there is no preventative vaccine for the
See Zika on A2
Sunday
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Seriousness of upcoming presidential
election emphasized in Cohen Lecture
Marcella M. Cheviot
Staff Writer
Professor Sandy Maisel
of Colby College took part
in the first Cohen Lecture of
the spring semester on Feb.
11. This lecture titled “Two
Days After New Hampshire:
What Do We Know About
the 2016 Presidential Election?” urged the predominantly young audience to
take the presidential election
seriously.
“The presidential election is serious business and
should be treated that way,”
Maisel said. “We are electing a president, not a cheerleader.”
Professor Richard Powell, the Director of the Cohen
Institute for Leadership and
Public Service, explained
that having people like Maisel speak at the University of
Maine is important.
“What we’re trying do
with these lectures is bring
interesting people to campus
to speak on timely issues so
that they can help people
on campus understand and
think about issues that are
important,” Powell said.
Maisel, a professor of
government and chair of the
government department at
Colby, is a practiced political scientist who graduated
with an A.B. from Harvard
and a Ph.D. from Columbia.
The goal of his lecture was
not only to inform about the
candidates and how they are
currently doing, but also to
point out the importance of
the election process and how

it works.
Topics discussed included the differences between
primaries and caucuses,
the “invisible primary,” the
winnowing of candidates,
the importance of the election calendar, the differences between Republican and
Democratic campaigns and
strategies utilized by different candidates.
Maisel also explained
how this election has been
unlike any other. It started
with 17 Republican nominees and six Democratic
nominees. After two caucuses, the pool has finally been
filtered to six Republican
and two Democratic nominees.
According to Maisel, Senator Bernie Sanders has been
able to square off against
Secretary Hillary Clinton in
a way no one expected. He
claims that their battle is one
of poetry against prose.
“Politics is like poetry.
It’s gaining emotion, it’s
the rhetoric,” Maisel said.
“Governing is like prose. It
is hard work. You go from
point to point to point and it
isn’t sexy.”
“It seems to me that Hillary Clinton is very good at
prose, but not good at poetry,” Maisel continued. “Senator Sanders is very poetic.
He may not be so good at
governing.”
On the other hand, the
Republican establishment
has failed to focus on one
candidate, making it nearly impossible to point out
a front-runner. However,

L. Sandy Maisel, the William R. Kenan Jr. Professor of Government at Colby College gives a talk
on the current status of the election process in Little Hall at the University of Maine 2/11/2016

Maisel showed particular
distaste for Donald Trump’s
campaign,
saying
that
Trump uses his own controversial comments to garner
attention in order to move
forward in the election.
“I think that young people today are, or at least
should be, smart enough to
see through that,” Maisel
said.
Maisel also pointed out
that Trump and Sanders are
leading more than anyone
thought they would and
that it is nearly impossible
to predict exactly what will

happen after all of the surprises that have occurred so
far.
The upcoming Nevada
and South Carolina caucuses, followed by Super Tuesday on March 1, have the
potential to clear things up,
or make things more confusing. Either way, both Maisel
and Powell emphasized just
how important it is for students to remain informed
about the election and to become an active part of it.
“These elections have
very long term implications,” Powell said. “It’s

extremely important for
people to take a look at the
candidates and very carefully assess their stance on the
issues, their character, their
readiness for the office and
choose who they think will
do the best job of leading the
country.”
Powell also stated that
there are a variety of ways
in which students can get
involved in the election process locally, on campus, and
through the Cohen Institute.
“People can get involved
as voters. They can get involved in the political or-

Undergraduate research fellows
speak on sustainability
Mary Celeste Floreani
Contributor
On Feb. 8, the Senator
George J. Mitchell Center
for Sustainability Solutions hosted its weekly
sustainability seminar, entitled “Changing the Narrative: How do we make
sustainable food systems
sustainable?”
Attendees
of
this
week’s seminar heard testimony from fellows of
the University of Maine

Sustainable Food Systems
Research
Collaborative
(SFSRC), an interdisciplinary research initiative
spearheaded by UMaine’s
Honors College.
The SFSRC involved
collaborative work between university faculty,
undergraduate fellows and
community partners. The
SFSRC “organizes around
issues to attract students
by elevating awareness to
faculty and resources.”
The research presented

by fellows ranged from the
study of geographical food
distribution to the rise of
young farmers in Maine.
Second-year
student
Jahzmin Walker attended
the seminar to watch her
friend, SFSRC fellow Audrey Cross, present on the
Real Food Challenge at
UMaine.
“She’s really passionate about improving campus-wide food, and wants
students to experience
what it’s like to have real

food,” Walker said. “She
wants it to come from local farms where the food
is good for the body and
soul. She believes she can
start that with helping college kids innovate themselves.”
Stephanie
Welcomer, associate dean of the
Maine Business School,
praised the research the
fellows had done adding that the SFSRC was
“hugely interdisciplinary
and entirely societally rel-

evant.”
First-year
student
Chantal Bussiere, who
attends the seminars religiously, urged more students to come to the weekly informational sessions.
“Everyone should attend the seminars. They’re
fun, informative and inspire hope,” Bussiere said.
The Senator George J.
Mitchell Center for Sustainability Solutions hosts
seminars every Monday at
3 p.m.

Zack Davis, Contributor

ganizations on campus,”
Powell said. “We also have
a large number of students
who have been volunteering
time to campaigns.”
The Cohen Institute also
sponsors a Leadership Studies minor for students who
wish to learn more about
becoming proactive leaders
in their communities. The
Cohen Institute will also
be sponsoring a May term
trip to Washington D.C. For
more information about the
Cohen Institute, the Leadership Studies minor or the trip
to D.C., visit their website.

Zika

from A1
Zika virus, the CDC suggests
wearing long-sleeved shirts
and long pants and using insect repellents registered by
the Environmental Protection
Agency when traveling to affected areas.
There is also no specific
medicine for treatment of Zika
virus infections, but rest, fluids
to prevent dehydration and acetaminophen to combat fever
and pain are the CDC’s suggested forms of treatment.
“If anyone goes to Mexico over break and gets fever
and rash and what-not, come
in and we’ll take a look,” Dr.
Stewart said. “We’re here if
anyone has questions.”
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Weekly Updates
Police
Beat

UMPD

Feb. 8
12:07 a.m.
mom

The best from UMaine’s finest
Sam Shepherd
News Editor
Feb. 6
1:16 a.m.
alarm

-

False

University of Maine
Police
Department
(UMPD) officers responded to a Resident
Assistant (RA) report
of an intoxicated person

who was sick in Oxford
Hall. However, the report was cancelled as
the officers arrived, as
the person was just having an anxiety attack.
3:12 a.m. - The Yik
Yak incident
UMPD and Orono
Police responded to re-

Detective Keith Mercier of UMPD said this
report was “absolutely
unfounded.”

ports of a man with a
gun in the Somerset Hall
parking lot. Students on
Yik Yak claimed that
there were as many as
three shooters on campus. Officers contacted
several people who were
in the area at the time,
none of which had a gun.

-

God,

A mother reported to
UMPD that her daughter was missing after she
did not answer her phone
for an extended period
of time. Eventually, the
daughter returned home
safely. She was at a
friend’s house the night
before.
10:53 p.m. UMPD

officers

on

foot patrol in York Hall
smelled marijuana in the
vicinity of a room. The
officers knocked on the
door and heard shuffling
inside.
The
resident
opened the door 30 seconds later. The officers
were denied entry to the
room. The resident of
the room was referred to
Judicial Affairs (JA).
Feb. 10
12:03 p.m. - Bad dog
UMPD responded to a
complaint of a dog bite
in the Collins Center
for the Arts parking lot.
The dog, a four-year-old
German Shepherd, reportedly bit someone on

the hand. The dog didn’t
draw blood, just broke
the skin a little bit, according to UMPD. The
dog was licensed and up
to date on shots, and the
owner said that it had
never bitten anyone before.
6:34 p.m. - Do you
vape, bro?
The fire alarm was
activated in Knox Hall,
leading to three people
admitting that they were
vaping in their room.
The vaping was reported
to be the cause of the activation. All three were
referred to JA.

The World
This Week
Feb. 13 - Pope Francis told Mexican bishops that they had lost their
way in gossip and intrigue, advising them to tend to the church’s
worshippers and begin anew. This criticism is rooted in the Catholic
church being seduced by power and money.
Feb. 13 - Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia was found dead in at
a resort in Texas. He was 79. Scalia was known for not pandering to
his colleages, instead to the civilians.
Feb. 13 - North Korea has cancelled an investigation launched last
week into the fate of Japanese citizens said to be abducted many
years ago. The panel to investigate was a suggestion of Japan, but
was quickly disbanded.
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Briefs

Quick news from around the
University of Maine System

Sam Shepherd
News Editor
Police Cruiser struck in
Veazie
A state trooper vehicle
was struck by an SUV on the
interstate in Veazie on Feb.
10 around 7:30 p.m. Nobody
was seriously injured.

News • A5
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T r o o p er Chris Hashey’s car was
parked in the passing lane.
He was outside of the cruiser removing a dead coyote’s
body from the road. Lori Ireland, 59, of Hampden, did
not see the cruiser and ran
into it, totaling both cars.
Ireland received a ticket
for improperly passing an

gency vehicle.

emer-

Paul LePage names
himself state education
commissioner
On Thursday, Feb. 11,
Gov. Paul LePage said that
he would not be nominating
a new education commis-

sioner. Instead, he named
himself to take over the role.
The acting commissioner William Beardsley will
remain in a leadership position at the Department of
Education. Beardsley will
serve until the end of his sixmonth term as acting commissioner.
LePage
nominated
Beardsley for the position,
but he repealed the nomination as he thought it would
be defeated by Maine’s democrats. LePage took the position himself to keep Beardsley in power as a deputy

commissioner.
According to the Sun
Journal, some Democrats
have said they would question Beardsley about his
stance on implementing
rules to protect Maine’s
transgender students in public schools.
Houlton animal shelter
director resigns amid investigation
According to the Houlton
Pioneer Times, the Houlton
Humane Society executive
director Heather Miller re-

signed on Feb. 10 after police launched an investigation regarding the shelter.
Houlton Police Chief Joe
McKenna said Wednesday
that his department received
complaints from the public,
including a dog that was
found dead on the property.
Miller declined to comment. She held the executive
director position since 2009.
A statement from Monica
Gray, president of the Humane Society’s board of directors, confirmed the resignation, but has not released a
statement.

This Week in Student Government
Weekly recap of decisions made by the UMaine Student Government General Student Senate

Haley Sylvester
Contributor
Wilde-Stein Club receives funding for drag show
James Bonner, a former
University of Maine student,
returned to the General Student Senate on Feb. 9 to remind the senators of Black
History Month. Bonner said
that Dr. Betty Trout-Kelly, a
diversity leader, will be speaking to the crowd at the Black
Lives Matter breakfast in the
Wells Conference Center on
Feb. 20.
“You folks are very influential on this campus and people look up to you so I hope
that you can help to spread the
message,” Bonner said.
Club Maintenance
The Yoga Club formally
changed its name to The Acro
Yoga Club to better represent
their operations.

Club Presentations
The International Affairs
Association (IAA) addressed
the Student Government by
thanking them for helping
fund their recent trip to McGill University’s Model United Nations Conference. Each
January, the IAA travels to the
conference to debate against
and work with other universities in search of potential solutions to global issues.
At this year’s conference,
the IAA sponsored 34 draft
resolutions, all of which were
passed. In addition, one of the
delegates from IAA won Best
Delegate at the conference.
Periodic Reports
Senator Connor Scott returned with new information
from the Board of Trustees
meeting. The decaying infrastructure on the Orono cam-

pus in the UMS system is
a growing concern.
Scott discussed
the “need for
mod-

ernization of the system.”
It was mentioned that there
were efforts last year to work
on the campus infrastructure,
but there is still more needed
to be done. The approximated
cost for these efforts in Orono
is $160 million.
Director of Communications Mallory Nightingale discussed new ideas to advertise

on behalf of the Student
Government. One of
the main focuses is to recruit

a new class of senators.
Currently, students must
be at least a second-semester
freshman to become a senator. The Student Government
is exploring the option of
allowing membership to include any full-time student at
UMaine.
The resolution will be discussed at the next meeting on

Feb. 16.
Community Association
Reports
The Wilde-Stein Club returned to the General Student
Senate to readdress their request for funding for the drag
show in April. Previously, the
club inquired the amount of
$1,250, and have now reduced
it to $500.
The Wilde-Stein Club argued that if it did not receive
funding from the Student
Government, the show could
not go on. The club promotes
the lifestyle and culture of
the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer
(LGBTQ) community and
have expressed that the drag
show, typically the largest
Pride Week event, is an annual tradition.
After much debate, the
Student Government agreed
on an amount of $1,800 with

a stipulation of $800 to be returned to the Student Government from the office budget of
the Wilde-Stein Club.
Relieved after a long fight
for funding, president of
the Wilde-Stein Club Amy
Schmitt said that “We didn’t
plan for this funding problem
to happen.”
New Business
Nightingale discussed the
need to increase the Student
Government’s brand image, diversity and members.
Nightingale said student organizations, tabling and the
upcoming website, which is
launching soon, will help do
this.
The Women’s Club Ice
Hockey Team was allocated
$177 to pay for their hotel
room in an upcoming trip to
Vermont — the first time in
four years the club is traveling
out of state for a game.
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Crossword

Sudoku

Word Search
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Global outbreaks should be an issue
before they affect the United States
Nobody likes being sick.
Noticing that a friend is
coughing is reason enough
to ostracize them and cover
yourself in hand sanitizer.
Diseases are aptly noticed
on campus, whether it’s our
everyday campus plague
which hits every semester
or larger flare ups that enter
the United States. If a virus hits the U.S., news outlets explode with coverage:
noting symptoms, warning
signs and projected spread
of the virus. We pull together as a nation to collectively
worry and push for a cure.
This process is good; the

underlying motive to worry
only when it gets to us is an
isolating and indifferent approach to global interaction.
Zika virus is our most recent global health emergency. It emerged in Brazil in
September of last year when
doctors noticed unusual
upticks in congenital birth
defects. It took nearly six
months for the World Health
Organization (WHO) to declare a global public health
emergency on Feb. 2, 2016.
Around that same time,
a case of Zika virus was
confirmed in a man residing in Dallas, Texas. Once

established in our country,
research and funding have
become high priorities. A
projected $1.8 billion has
been estimated for research
costs toward vaccinations.
The inclination to worry about something when it
becomes a problem is prevalent to most venues of life,
from cramming for exams to
widespread diseases. However, making something an
issue only once it directly
affects us is far from empathy and compassion. We
reacted to the Ebola virus in
the same manner. Once that
virus was “solved” for us,

we moved on with our lives.
Do a quick search for Ebola, and results will tell you
it is almost gone. In U.S.
media, scarcely a word can
be heard. The problem is
geographically beyond us,
so it no longer exists in our
media. However, WHO will
continue to work on preventative measures against the
virus into mid-2016.
How we currently approach outbreaks, we miss
the crucial beginning and
ending stages of solving the
issue. There is an understandable gap of reaction
while an outbreak is defined

The falsified face of feminism
pushes us away from progress
Kim Crowley
Contributor
If the internet has
taught me one thing, it’s
that feminism is bad.
Okay, maybe not entirely bad. Depending on
which corner of the internet you pass through, feminism is either loved or
hated. Unfortunately, the
negative connotations of
the word “feminist” seem
to outweigh any positive
presence it has on the internet. On any given social media, you’ll find anti-feminist arguments and
even posts berating individual women for bearing
the label. These bashings
range from relatively tame
to vulgar. They make me
pause and ask myself:
why? How has a movement, one so inherently
innocent, created such
fierce opposition?
To be honest, I can’t
be too sure. Some believe
it is deserved opposition,
a by-product that occurs
when groups of people
try to break down social
norms. Others believe
that in our current era,
feminism is unnecessary
and its presence attracts

animosity. I personally stand against both of
those ideas. Feminism
continues to be a crucial
and necessary movement,
both in the United States
and internationally. Furthermore, I believe that
anti-feminist views stem
from distorted perceptions
of feminism perpetuated
online and by certain media outlets.
For many groups, there
is a distinct image that
comes to mind when they
hear the word feminist: an
angry, antagonistic woman who abhors all men.
The rise of social media
has given these more extreme feminists a widespread platform upon
which to voice their opinions. Of course, I believe
they have every right to
exercise their freedom
and share their views just
as anyone else would.
However with their often
controversial tactics of
activism, they have provoked resentment and anger from those outside of
the movement. The censorship-free nature of the
internet has lent itself to
equally ugly counter-attacks from anti-feminists

toward feminist groups.
This cycle has led to a
publicly conceived notion
that all feminists are misandrists. In all capacities,
that idea is simply untrue.
This is where the
misperceptions come in.
Imagine someone in the
U.S. with a viewpoint that
feminists are all man-haters stumbles upon an article promoting women’s
rights in a country with an
oppressive regime. They
apply their America-centric, anti-feminist logic in
a convoluted way to the
plight of this country’s
women. They disregard
the matter of the issue
entirely, whether it be anti-acid attack legislation
or something as simple as
women’s education. They
do not care to learn more
about or even give any
thought to these women.
The cycle of ignorance
and anti-feminism revolves onward.
On the internet and in
mainstream media alike,
there must be a change in
the discourse surrounding feminism. No longer
should there be a battle
between the two extremes
of misandrists and misog-
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ynists. Instead, the conversations should expand
and be inclusive as a step
toward educating others
on women’s rights issues
and their significance. As
a society, it is important
to not paint all feminists
with a negative label due
to the actions of a small
subset of activists. It is
even more important to
work toward coming together, as feminists and
non-feminists alike, to
acknowledge the greater
state of the world.
We live in a world
still plagued by women’s
rights abuses, one where
tens of millions of girls
remain uneducated, where
sex trafficking is alive
and well and where gender-based discrimination
runs rampant. Just because many of these situations have grown better in
the U.S. does not mean we
can overlook the entire international women’s rights
movement. Feminism on a
large scale is not something to be discredited as
“bad” or “unnecessary.” It
is the exact opposite: it is
crucial to our progress as
a global society.

and properly noticed which
keeps us from reacting immediately. But those months
we hold back while foreign
countries are suffering are
detrimental to global relations and the overall impact
of a virus. Problems exist
outside of our immediate
vicinity, even if we don’t
like to think about them. It
would be far better overall
for us to involve ourselves
before an outbreak spreads
and the subsequent mad
dash ensues.
Our
American-centric
standpoint shuts our entire
country into a bubble and

mutes issues until they potentially cause a problem
for us. Once it touches our
bubble, it matters. We rally
and “defeat” the threat. The
scope for that defeat only
extends to our borders. Anything beyond once again
goes quiet. There is nothing inherently wrong with
worrying, especially about
our country’s safety. It is
the shutdown of response
to tragedies in other places
of the world which brings
up red flags. We cannot decide something is over just
because it’s not bothering us
anymore.

The job of
President
should expand
beyond one
person
Brooke Bailey
Contributor
It seems like our country is constantly consumed
in some sort of lively presidential election season even
when a new president has
just launched into another
four-year term. The media
began buzzing with future
candidate news almost two
years before the upcoming
2016 election. Even though
it seems like our persistent
election cycle congests the
news every time you turn on
the television, everyone still
pays close attention. We are
talking about the president of
the United States for goodness sake. It is the most influential, famous and powerful
title in the world. However,
is this job too powerful? Is
the job too much or one person to handle? We’ve all seen
the startling before-and-after

pictures of President Obama
from 2008 to 2016; he’s
visibly aged about 20 years
during the mere eight of his
presidency.
Since Franklin Roosevelt’s presidency in the
1930’s, the job of the president has grown exponentially. Roosevelt essentially created the most crucial part of
a presidency — connection
and communication within
the country. Before this time,
it was exceedingly difficult to
see, hear or be aware of what
the president was doing.
Roosevelt’s fireside chats
and expanded government
programs were the beginning
of an entirely new job: one
that requires the president to
satisfy numerous roles in this
country.
One of the most important jobs of the president is
See President on A7
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becoming the commander
in chief. An ideal commander in chief will have broad
knowledge of foreign policy
and perhaps military experience. This single person is
now in charge of our nation’s
vast military, complete with
advanced weaponry and an
assorted personnel. The president is also in charge of veteran’s affairs, making sure
that brave people who have
fought for our country are
treated well when they come
back.
Along with a strong grasp
on our nation’s defense system, our president must be
fully educated on the ins and
outs of our national economy. In 2014, The Gallup’s
annual Mood of the Nation
survey reported that 89 percent of Americans voted the
economy as the top priority
for the government. So the
president of our country must
have a firm hold on improving or sustaining our economy for most Americans
to even consider granting
approval. Though the president is blamed or praised for
any sort of shift or spike in
our economy, the presidency hardly has any power in
predicting the economic roller-coaster that controls our
financial system.
Lastly, the most significant job of the president
rests in the underbelly of the
position— to represent and
symbolize our nation. Popular or not, the president will
always be a symbolic figure
in our nation. In times of crisis or distress, the president
will be there to guide the en-
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tire country. When disasters
strike, we wait for the president’s words of assurance.
Despite the hundreds of
people who work alongside
the president in the White
House, this job is not feasible
for one person. Though most
Americans squirm at the
mention of our country conforming to other ways from
around the world, at what
point are we going to accept
that one person cannot fulfill the job of the American
presidency? In a parliamentary system, there are two
sources of executive power.
There is a Head of State who
represents the ceremonial
aspects of the nation. They
do not retain any real decision-making or policy-making power, but they take on
the symbolic position in a
country. The other source of
executive power comes from
the Prime Minister, who
deals with important decisions on policies, economics
and domestic issues. America may benefit from altering
its democratic system into
something similar to a parliamentary system.
With our current presidential system, expectations will never be met by
any candidate. Our nation’s
expectations for the president continue to increase,
while the means of achieving these standards continue
to decrease. It’s impossible
to carry out a successful
presidency in modern days.
Americans keep waiting for
a certain president to sweep
in and “fix” our country
through significant changes.
But people need to realize
that it’s not the person that
needs to change — it’s the
job.

Finding your “Self” in today’s
media-crazy world
Eliza Jones
Contributor
I was recently directed to
an article posted by The New
York Times about the definition of self. The article is written by Julian Baggini: author,
co-author and editor of more
than 20 books as well as the
founding editor of The Philosopher’s Magazine. The headline reads, “What Is the Self?
It Depends.”
It certainly does. We all
have a broad sense of who we
are. This definition of self naturally changes as we get older.
As children, we define ourselves by our names, address,
families, schools and hobbies.
For example, “I am Jane. I am
a sister and a daughter. I like
horses.” By the time we’re
in high school, the tune has
changed to, “I am Jane. I want
to go to college and study literature and fall in love and
travel and someday be a physicist.” Sometimes the person
we think we are at 18 turns out
to be remarkably close to the
truth; most often it is not.
I’ve found while progressing through my 20’s that my
sense of self has both strengthened and evaded me. It’s reasonable to say that shifting interests, richer experiences and
different relationships keep
our sense of self constantly
changing and growing with
each year. However, at the
same time, with every day that
passes we are faced with questions that are less superficial

and more existential — questions about our mortality, our
purpose here and our worth as
human beings.
In his article, Julian Baggini discusses how the self is
defined differently by Western
and Eastern cultures. In the
East, he says, the self is largely defined by its relationality.
The self is social. The self
cannot have meaning outside
of our relations to others. In
the West, by comparison —
as I suspect we are all aware
— Baggini explains that the
self is very much about autonomous individualism. He
continues, stating many in the
West are now questioning the
philosophies of such thinkers
as Hume and Locke, “wondering whether we have become
too atomized, too discrete.”
In this age of technology
and social media, it’s a question that we’re all asking.
But it’s a beguiling one. This
may be a superficial and silly
means of thinking about it, but
take Facebook as an example.
I despise it. I think most of us
do. But I keep it around for a
variety of reasons. Most of
these are bad reasons, but one
that I think isn’t so bad is because I want to nourish a sense
of community and humility.
I don’t want to recede into
autonomous individualism. I
want to establish networks and
friendships with people whom
I wouldn’t normally. It’s fun
to communicate with the girls
in my Zumba group. And it
makes me feel good and hap-

py to write birthday wishes on
a friend’s wall, to compliment
someone’s profile picture or
like their witty status. It feels
as if I’m sprinkling little bits of
kindness.
In a society full of hatred
and cruelty, it feels good to do
small but nonetheless meaningful acts of kindness – and
to be able to do them so easily,
too. It takes literally just the
click of a button. It’s humbling
to be reminded that the world
is full of people who are loving
and hurting, that our own individual struggles and triumphs
are not worse or better or more
important than others. I guess
if I was feeling generous, I
could say Facebook is conducive to a very Eastern sense of
self: one of relationality.
That may be too generous,
though. Last night I deactivated my account. I’ve decided
that as good as it feels to be
part of a larger social community — as good as it feels
to sprinkle likes and Happy
Birthdays like happy confetti
— it feels worse to negatively compare myself to others,
waste minutes and brain cells
reading posts and comments
and follow shared links that
I really don’t care about. So
here I am slipping back into
the Western sense of self: the
autonomous, self-driven ego.
Perhaps it’s silly to think
about philosophy of the self as
social media. But I can declare
one thing. Today, my first day
without Facebook, I’m going
to try to build a more tangible

sense of community in my
real life. I’m going to make
the call that I’ve been making
excuses around that will let me
start volunteering for the local
library and historical society.
I may not be able to sprinkle
happiness today by liking
someone’s profile picture, but
something tells me I’ll still
find a way to spread cheer in
other ways.
Baggini concludes his article by saying that there is no
right or wrong way to define
the self, either exclusively
by Eastern or Western ideas.
Rather, we should use others’
definitions of self to better
understand our own. “The
question posed by a fruitful
engagement with the East,” he
writes, “is whether [the] continuing self is best sustained
by its own resources alone or
its engagement with society
and with others.”
The self is fluid and fluctuating. Our integrity of self is
tested as we get older by our
actions towards others, as well
as by our generosity towards
ourselves. The self is social
but also individual. It’s a harmony that we should strive to
get closer to with each day.
So spread kindness when you
can. Cultivate community but
also take care of yourself.
And for the love of God,
delete Facebook.
You can read Julian Baggini’s article here: http://
opinionator.blogs.nytimes.
com/2016/02/08/the-self-ineast-and-west/

Firearms at colleges and universities allow
for vital, immediate action to threats
Megan Shuman
Contributor
In Oklahoma this week,
the state senate approved
a bill which will impact
those attending and working within multiple school
districts. The legislature
passed this bill allowing
teachers to carry concealed
firearms in the classroom
as another measure to protect the children they are
responsible for.
While many may question Oklahoma’s decision,
stating that it is only another venue in which dangerous weapons can be
brought onto vulnerable
school grounds, the pros
far out weight the deadly
cons. While resources officers are already able to
carry firearms on campuses

across the state, this adds
another layer of protection
to an extremely vulnerable
population.
Signs were erected
around one rural school in
Oklahoma already, warning any who may cause
harm to students to desist
in hopes of deterring those
who may have violent
thoughts about the campus.
This entirely changes most
gun-free campus policies.
These signs warn that
some employees are armed
and “willing to use whatever force is needed to protect our students.” In light
of events such as Sandy
Hook, many have begun to
question the safety of children gathering in schools.
Stating that a campus is
weapon free only opens
a door to those looking

for an easy target which
schools generously offer.
They have a rich supply of
them, sitting patiently or
impatiently together waiting for the day to end.
There is added danger
of throwing guns into an
environment that often survives on deep emotion and
conflict. You could be giving an unstable individual
access to a gun if it is not
properly stored. However
when answering a call for
help, who is immediately
contacted? State and city
officials wielding guns.
Having the protection in
the immediate area not
only saves time but also
has the possibility to save
lives.
Not only will the teachers be the last defense —
their position gives them a

unique insight when a situation may arise. They see
the students and employees each day, understanding and subconsciously
memorizing their routine.
Therefore when something
seems amiss, the teacher who has regular contact with their students or
colleagues is more likely
to notice abrupt changes
than the already gun-carrying resource officers are
placed within the school.
Now, teachers are not
going to be handed firearms at random. They must
have proper certification
and also be specifically
trained with a program like
that of a security guard.
The board of education
would have to approve
them as well. Basically,
their new role will not only

be that of educator but protector. They will also need
to wear a special badge or
item of clothing to identify them as carrying. They
will essentially be highly
educated security guards,
so why the debate?
The fear of a school
shooting is far too real.
Despite many efforts, safety training and scenario
planning are often missed
or ignored. How many of
us truly watched the active
shooter video that was sent
out last year? We don’t
think we have the time to
consider safety, but we get
upset when someone takes
a radical stand to protect
us.
Overall, training teachers in defense is a wonderful idea whether it be preschool or college. Hysteria

will ensue, and knowing
that someone is trained and
wielding the tools to effectively stop the situation
only adds to the benefits of
such planning. Arming our
educators can be a great
asset in protecting our
youth. Education, training
and planning are critical
in this. Certification needs
to be extensive and negligence avoided at all cost.
It’s been said before,
and it will be said again:
“The only thing that can
stop a bad guy with a gun
is a good guy with a gun.”
You can count the bad
guys as much as you like.
Just don’t forget about the
good guys, the heroes of
these tragedies and every
life they saved simply by
taking that risk, for better
or worse.
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Kanye Young
West Thug
So Help Manchester
Me God City
SWISH Deadlines
Waves Waveman
The Life Everything
of Pablo else
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Diversions
Across
1. CD player ancestor
5. ‘’You’re getting warmer,’’ e.g.
9. Smokejumper’s need
14. Type of mitt or rack
15. Emmy winner Falco
16. Desert watering hole
17. It may be checkered
18. Like Silver’s rider
19. Garbo or Bergman,
e.g.
20. Between Earth and
Venus, e.g.
23. Some deer
24. Do-say link
25. Voice between alto
and baritone
27. It borders the Atl.
29. Ain’t corrected
33. Adventurer’s stock
34. ‘’Cheers’’ character
36. Long-handled farm
tool
37. Some far out trips
40. Soybean container

Crossword

41. Kind of heat or energy
42. Uppity one
43. Has dates with
45. Letters on a PC key
46. They might send you
down the river
47. Millinery sale
49. Request for permission
50. What an astronaut
experiences in space
57. Desire strongly
58. ‘’What ___ God
wrought’’
59. Result of cogitating,
perhaps
60. Poe’s bird
61. ‘’Waiting for the
Robert ___’’
62. A Spanish 21 deck
has none
63. Juilliard major
64. Pathfinder’s destination
65. Finishes

Down
1. Certain Kachina
carvers
2. John, in Siberia
3. Song or gab ending
4. Home page location
5. Hand lender
6. Underwood and Studdard, affectionately
7. Early ship reaching
American shores
8. High schooler
9. Receipt listings
10. Michener epic
11. ___-friendly
12. Shipshape
13. Suffix with Vietnam
21. Fowl perches
22. Receives a stipend
25. Nevada border lake
26. Escape detection of
27. Center in the crosshairs
28. County event
30. ‘’Go ahead and ask’’
31. Forbidden actions

32. Run-through
33. Recipe abbreviations
34. Computer giant
35. Opinion pieces
38. Averse
39. Immeasurably large
44. Tremble with cold
or fear
46. Signs of allergic reactions, perhaps
48. Satellite-launching
rocket stage
49. Olympic measure
50. Shrink trailer
51. Roofer’s repair site,
perhaps
52. Unnamed ones
53. Tra follower
54. Famous garden
55. Transmit
56. Disrespect orally
57. ___-Magnon (prehistoric man)

onlinecrosswords.net. Answer key located on A5

Word Search: Stephen King Movies
APT PUPIL
CARRIE
CAT’S EYE
CHILDREN OF THE CORN
CHRISTINE
CREEPSHOW I
CREEPSHOW II
CUJO
DARK HALF
DEAD ZONE
DOLORES CLAIBORNE
DREAMCATCHER
FIRESTARTER
GRAVEYARD SHIFT
GREEN MILE
HEARTS IN ATLANTIS
LANGOLIERS
MANGLER
MAXIMUM OVERDRIVE
MISERY
NEEDFUL THINGS
NIGHT FLIER

PET SEMATARY
QUICKSILVER HIGHWAY
ROSE RED
RUNNING MAN
SALEM’S LOT
SHAWSHANKREDEMPTION
SHINING
SILVER BULLET
SLEEPWALKERS
STAND BY ME
THE STAND
THINNER
TOMMYKNOCKERS
TRUCKS

By Caitlyn Burman

Cyanide & Happiness

By Dave McElfatrick
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Sudoku
Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order, but each digit can only
appear once. There is only one correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy
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Nedroid

By Anthony Clark
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Word Scramble: Shopping
1. MLLA
2. CHSA
3. LESL
4. CTEHLSO

7. LTALWE
8. AELD
9. YUB

nedroid.com

10. AINGRBA

5. ENYMO
1. MALL 2. CASH 3. SELL 4. CLOTHES
5. MONEY 6. SALE 7. WALLET 8. DEAL
9. BUY 10. BARGAIN

6. LSAE

sciencekids.co.nz
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Urinetown
from A12

and violent social revolt.”
Essentially,
“Urinetown” is a dystopian society. Rocked by two decades
of devastating drought, the
government ordered a ban
on private toilets, forcing its
citizens to pay for the “privilege to pee.”
“I’ve always felt that it’s
very smart … But it plays
to anyone, like, it’s funny
to anyone, Ben McNaboe,
graduate student and music
director for “Urinetown,”
said. “There’s a lot of humor, too, that’s very intelligent humor, which is also
kind of fun to do with a university cast in a university
setting. But that’s not to say
that things go over peoples’
heads … it’s very accessible.”
In the midst of all of the
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political talk leading up to
the upcoming presidential
election, “Urinetown” provides a fresh perspective for
prevalent issues in today’s
society.
“‘Urinetown’ portends an
ominous future for a world
that ‘burns’ through its natural resources with little
regard for conservation and
preventing devastating pollution,” Mikotowicz stated
in his director’s note for the
program. “Not coincidentally, these are themes that
seem to be playing out in
recent news.”
Examples include California’s severe drought,
Gov. Chris Christie’s bill
signing to privatize New
Jersey’s water supply, all
the way to the current water contamination crisis in
Flint, Mich.
It is not surprising, with
nods to current events and
political commentary, that

“Urinetown” is considered
an educational musical.
UMaine’s production of
“Urinetown” is included
in a Socialist and Marxist
Studies Series this spring.
It is part of the Controversy
Series that meets on Thursdays in the Bangor Room
of the Memorial Union. A
panel discussion on the musical will take place on Feb.
25 from 12:30 p.m. to 1:45
p.m., and will be lead by
Mikotowicz, Billitteri and
one undergraduate performer. On the same day, there
is a 10 a.m. showing of the
musical, to which area high
schools have been invited.
Both of these events are free
and open to students with a
MaineCard.
It is also being included
as a performance event for
the Honors course, “A Cultural Odyssey,” which is
facilitated by Dr. Mimi Killinger.

Mikotowicz prides himself on the educational value
that “Urinetown” holds for
its viewers, performers and
technical crew.
“We do presentations
along with it [“Urinetown”],
because it’s an educational experience. It’s not like
we’re just a community theatre doing a fun show. It is
a fun show, but it has a lot
of political undercurrents …
there’s elements to the work
… it really challenges the
cast.”
The SPA even hired a
guest choreographer and a
guest lighting designer for
the show.
“It’s good for students to
have that exposure on the directorial [board],” McNaboe
added. “It’s uncommon that
we bring a guest artist on the
directorial … but it’s really
good to bring [them] in.”
Guest
Choreographer,
Ray Dumont, has previously

worked with UMaine students in a master class.
“I think he [Dumont]
kind of fell in love with the
energy of our students here,
and their willingness to just
kind of do anything that he
asked them to do, which is
hard to come by in the higher caliber conservatories
… They’re just very, very
teachable,” McNaboe said.
Students are only able to
have this educational experience once a year, though,
as the SPA puts on one musical each year.
“We are thinking about
developing curriculum that
goes more in that direction
[toward musical theatre],”
Mikotowicz said. “There’s
an absolutely strong interest
in musical theatre among
our students. We also know
that, for potential students,
this would be a very attractive program.”
As of right now, the

university does not offer a
bachelor’s degree in musical theatre, and only offers
a minor in dance. This does
not discourage students like
Bassis, however, who are
soaking up the experience
while they can.
“The whole cast really
appreciates it. They [the directorial board] have been
helping us get better at what
we do, which is really nice,”
Bassis said.
McNaboe agrees.
“I think the cast is really, really strong, and I think
they’re having a ton of fun,
which is always ideal,” McNaboe said.
“Urinetown,” will be
performed in Hauck Auditorium on Feb. 19 and 20 at
7:30 p.m.; Feb. 21 at 2 p.m.;
Feb. 25 at 10 a.m.; Feb. 26
and 27 at 7:30 p.m. and Feb.
28 at 2 p.m. Tickets are $15,
or free with a student MaineCard.

Through the Grapevine weekly wine
review: Give the ‘heel’ of Italy the boot
Alan Bennett
Culture Editor

WINE
Rose is the ex you don’t
want to accidently come
across in the produce aisle
at your local grocery store.
The last rose I tried was very
sweet, but offered me nothing more, and so I terminated
our relationship. I will admit
I wasn’t prepared for this encounter, though, when rose’s
former amiable nature was
suddenly bitter.
Perhaps it was the thought
of being alone for Valentine’s
Day that brought down Cantele’s 2014 negroamaro rosato, a soft-pink rose from Italy’s Puglia region. You may
know this region as Apulia

Contradance
from A12

“At first I didn’t think I
could do it. But at the same
time, I was definitely excited
and happy to play something
other than classical music,”
Mitshuashi recalled. “When
you play fiddle music, no
one judges you if you play
the wrong note or the wrong
rhythm. As long as the tune is
recognizable and danceable,
you have the freedom to improvise.”
After her first experience
of improvising on violin,
Mitshuashi, then an undergraduate music performance
student at UMaine, added
jazz classes to her curriculum
and eventually graduated

Wailers

from A12
“[Their music] is still relevant. The issues they bring
attention to with their music
and their message of Love
conquering these issues really
speaks to people, all over the
world. The message of such
famous songs like ‘One Love’
transcends all of our social
constructs and connects to
people because at the end of
the day everyone just wants a
harmonious, happy and loving existence,” Bailey said via
email.
Advertising for The Wailers’ performance has extended
farther than their normal advertising realm, according to

Association
from A10

tion, [that] distributes funds
to grassroots, national and international organizations and
programs that work to stop
violence against women and

in English — or better yet as
the ‘heel’ that supports Italy’s famed ‘boot’ — and it is
a producer of some of Italy’s
most notable wines, including
negroamaro, a dark red wine
grape whose name derives to
“black” and “bitter.”
But this negroamaro rose
was of far fairer complexion.
There are several methods
used to produce rose. Sometimes, red grapes are immediately pressed and the juice
fermented, lending a light
pink color to the wine. Other
times, the grapes are macerated for short periods of time
(as opposed weeks or months,
which would produce red
wine). Cantele utilizes the latter, macerating its grapes for
just 12 to 24 hours to leach
some of the skin color into the
grape must. Once fermented,

we have rose.
Cantele’s amorous hue
drew me in. Staring longingly into Cantele’s eyes, I was
mystified by the charming
shades of orchid staring back
into mine. Is this what they
meant by “love at first sight?”
But things turned sour, and
very quickly.
According to the winemaker, upon lifting the glass
to my nose and swirling it
gently, I should have smelled,
“Essence of geranium and
rose combined with strawberry and cherry,” for a wine that
is both, “Sweet and nuanced
on the nose, with noteworthy
tenacity.”
I can agree the aroma was
noteworthy, but nuanced it
was not. On the nose, acetone
(read: nail polish remover),
strawberry and balsam come

to the forefront. Floral notes
come in second, a sickening
twist in this romance novel’s
plot. On the palate, a substantial initial burn yields to
intense jammy flavors and a
noticeable plum quality not
often found. Semi-sweet and
buttery on the tongue, the
wine is incredibly straightforward. It has nothing to hide,
its feelings on display for everyone in this supermarket to
see.
I’ll admit, Cantele did
have a nice body: substantial
and toned, but not too much.
Cantele offered the boldness
of a red and the tenderness of
a white — a firm, yet supple
embrace.
But post-sip, the embrace
became violent when, out of
nowhere, Cantele became irrate, the velvety sweetness re-

ceding into the shadows. The
longing was gone; Cantele
and I began to argue in front
of the sweet potatoes, all other customers watching in horror or general amusement. As
the glory of our chance meeting disappeared, saccharine
notes of overripe fruit and
stale remained in the throat, a
stinging reminder of lost love.
According to the winemaker, “we have always
thought of our wines as
‘food,’ in other words, products that offer drinkability
and balanced aromas and flavors when paired with dishes
at the dinner table.” I have to
appreciate Cantele’s philosophy. With a focus on environmental sustainability and
scientific research, Cantele
impresses with a pure dedication to making good wine.

But Cantele’s 2014 negroamaro rosato is not that good.
With an astringent aroma and
muted palate, Cantele is nothing special. Overall, it’s just
wine.
I suppose I shouldn’t feel
bad for breaking up with Cantele. It may just have been
Valentine’s Day, but I have
needs and, quite frankly, they
weren’t being satisfied. What
else do you do in that situation? Give the ‘heel’ of Italy
the boot.

with a minor in jazz studies.
“I grew up with a violin,”
Mitshashi said. “I can’t think
of my life not playing violin.
However, there were many
times when I wanted to quit.
So when I found out about
different genres, I revived
my appreciation towards that
instrument. Playing fiddle
music for the first time made
me re-realize how awesome
music is. It gives me joy.”
Last Saturday, Visseli
filled in for Mitshuashi on
fiddle, while his father substituted for Visseli on mandolin.
Despite Orono Contraband
being a three-member band,
different musicians bring in
the tunes of banjo, percussion
and bass to the contradance.
“I love the nomadic style
of our band,” Mitshuashi
shared. “The group is very

open and flexible,” she added.
Not only does the band
integrate various instruments into the contradance,
but it also incorporates various genres of music, such as
bluegrass, folk, jazz and even
pop.
“If we put limitations to
the music, the audience gets
limited to,” Mitsuhashi said.
Ron Staples, 68, seems to
agree.
“As long as the tune has
68 beats, you can dance to
a Grateful Dead song,” he
shared. Staples has been attending the Orono contradance with his wife for nearly
15 years.
“I started doing this [contradance] as an exercise, but
now it has become a social
thing for me and my wife,”

Staples said. “I love seeing
people of all ages smiling and
having fun.”
Staples usually gets to
the dance early and teaches
the steps to the first-comers.
He shared that during his first
few contradances, he would
only dance one set and rest
another. Now, he can dance
up to five dances in a row.
“Even with my bad knees,
I overlook the pain because of
the joy of dancing, honestly.
If I think I ought to rest this
dance, I say ‘carpe diem’,”
Staples said, referencing the
Latin phrase for “seize the
day.” “This is the only chance
I get to dance until the next
contradance,” he added.
Staples also attends contradances during his travels
across the country.
“When I visit Florida I go

to a contradance there, and
the only difference is that the
rooms are air-conditioned.
The music and dances are
identical, because they go
back to when this country
was founded,” Staples said.
Every contradance is led
by a caller, a person who
teaches the dance before the
music starts. At 7.30 p.m.
there is a beginner’s session,
and at 8 p.m., the atmosphere
comes alive as the music
starts playing.
“Contradance makes us
part of a living tradition,”
Pam Weeks, caller of last
Saturday’s contradance, said.
“We are coming together as
a community and creating
something beautiful.”
“When we took over the
dance, the attendance was
very small and had trouble

conveying,” Visseli shared.
“We said, ‘How can we fix
this?’ So we reached out to
the Student Government.”
Until last year, UMaine
students used to be charged
a fee to attend the Orono
contradance. Now, with the
support from Student Government, the event is free
for UMaine students, and
$8 for all others. In addition
to that, attendees can get $1
off drinks at Woodman’s
Bar and Grill — conveniently next door — with a hand
stamp.
The next contradance
is coming up on Saturday,
March 12, while another
contradance in the area is
held on every third Friday
of the month at the Unitarian
Universalist Society of Bangor.

Karen Cole, associate director
for the CCA.
“Where aren’t we advertising? We’re on radio, on
all kinds of different stations
in Bangor, print advertising,
and just getting the word out
through our social media avenues and Facebook promotions
… We’re distributing posters
in all kinds of different places
we don’t normally go to …
we’re really trying to [get to]
where the fans are,” Cole said.
“We’re trying to be all over
campus wherever we can.”
Williams thinks the show
will be a landmark for the
CCA.
“I think it’s going to be a
really fun, exciting energetic
show. You know, to have, really, a historic band like that …

is a feather in our [the CCA’s]
cap. I’m excited that people
seem excited about it,” Williams added.
Cole agrees.
“It’s the kind of show we
haven’t offered here as long
as I’ve been here … we’re
thrilled to offer something that
the students will be excited to
see,” Cole said. “I think this is
a show that will appeal to them
more than any other show
that’s occurred.”
Tickets are $23 for general admission, $18 to sit in the
balcony and $10 with a student
MaineCard. For more information, contact the CCA box
office at (207) 581-1755.
For more information about
The Wailers, visit their website
at http://www.wailers.com/

girls,” their website, vday.org,
states. They chose to associate the event with Valentine’s
Day, having the “V” stand
for “Victory, Valentine and
Vagina.” What started as a
single V-Day performance in
1998 has grown to over 5,800
shows annually and has raised

over $100 million for groups
with missions to end violence
against women and girls.
“The annual production of
this play is a treasured Orono
tradition that needs you to help
keep it alive. Come out and let
us delight and provoke you,”
Curtis said.
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Commuter Lounge spreads love
leading up to Valentine’s Day

UMaine
Student
Women’s
Association
carries on
V-Day tradition
Theresa Shortt
Contributor

Love was in the air on the UMaine campus leading up to Valentine’s Day.

Kurt Thiele
Contributor
Remember that old elementary school tradition of
bringing 20-something valentines into school for all
your classmates, whether or
not you actually liked them?
Well, in the days leading up
to Valentine’s Day, you could
have done the same by creating your own valentines. Between Feb. 8 and Feb. 12, the
Commuter Lounge hosted a
workshop to make valentines
for friends, family or for that
special someone. This event
was just one of the events
that student groups held in
the week leading up to Valentine’s Day.
Valentine’s Day is a day

where people exchange cards
and gifts with loved ones, go
out on dates and share romantic or platonic love. The
holiday, which has little significant meaning in the U.S
other than gifts and dates,
is also a religious holiday in
a few sects of Christianity.
However, as most students
have grown to know, it is not
a public holiday and does not
result in any public closings.
University of Maine students seem to appreciate the
excuse to eat chocolate, as
well as the opportunity to
socialize with other singles.
Students also think that, in
theory, the holiday does carry an important message:
love those who are special to
you.

With that being said, there
are many students and people who feel like the holiday
has little actual importance.
“I think the idea is nice
but I also think it can be a bit
over the top and that there
shouldn’t be a specific day
that you show people how
much you love them,” thirdyear student Marisa Tandy
said.
A gripe that is heard much
of the time around this season, from both those celebrate and those who don’t,
is that commercialism has
changed the meaning of the
holiday. Though businesses
did not create the holiday
itself, Valentine’s Day has
become one of the most important days of the year for

Maggie Gautrau, Staff

jewelry and card stores. The
sense that the holiday is now
a money-making scheme for
businesses is evident, especially in settings as cynical
as college campuses.
The Commuter Lounge
hosts many events throughout the year, including a
monthly pancake breakfast,
which is a highlight for those
who have classes in the
morning. The Lounge is open
Monday through Thursday,
from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m., and
Fridays from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Located on the ground floor
of the Memorial Union in the
Wade Center, the Commuter
Lounge has microwave ovens, a toaster, a can opener
and a refrigerator for student
use.

The University of Maine
Student Women’s Association
(SWA) performed the episodic play “The Vagina Monologues” on Friday, Feb. 12 and
Saturday Feb. 13. The play
took place in Neville 101.
“The Vagina Monologues”
was written by Eve Ensler, a
playwright, feminist and activist. It is a collection of women’s stories based on interviews surrounding women’s
relationships with their bodies
and the social stigmas of rape,
abuse and female sexuality.
Every year SWA, along with
the Women’s Resource Center,
performs the play on campus.
Mariah Curtis, a fourthyear theatre student and member of SWA, urges community members to come see the
show.
“Every time this play is
performed is unique due to its
episodic nature, so if you have
never been, or even if you
were in it last year, there will
be something to engage you,”
Curtis said.
Although these women’s
stories are from decades ago,
audience members still find
connection to the stories. This
won’t be the first performance

for Abigail Annis, a second-year studio art student.
“I went last year and found
it very interesting,” Anis said.
“Events like this on campus
are important because they
give an honest and educational view of women’s lives
that otherwise aren’t usually
shared among the public.”
All proceeds of the show
were donated to Spruce
Run-Womancare
Alliance,
Mabel Wadsworth Women’s
Health Center and Rape Response Services.
Spruce Run-Womancare
Alliance is an organization
that provides free services to
the community, focusing on
those affected by domestic
violence. Mabel Wadsworth
Women’s Health Center is a
freestanding, feminist health
center located. Rape Response
Services is an organization
with the mission of providing
free and confidential assistance to those in need and also
provides education and outreach programs. All three organizations provide resources
to the greater Bangor area and
depend largely on donations.
“The Vagina Monologues”
is put on as part of V-Day, “a
non-profit 501c3 corporaSee Association on A9

LGBT Services hosts LGBTea Parties
and Safe-Zone Meetings
Josh Fabel
Contributor
On the afternoon of Feb.
10, a handful of members in
the local community gathered in the Rainbow Resource Center (RRC) for a
discussion regarding religion
and faith and the Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual, Transgender
and Queer (LGBTQ) community. The discussion was
part of a series known as the
LGBTea Parties, which are
hosted by UMaine’s LGBTQ
Services.
The LGBTea Party series was organized in fall
2014 by former University
of Maine student Kristina
Pettegrow, who worked in
the RRC as an administrative
aid for LGBTQ Services. In
the year and a half that the
parties have been offered,
the discussions continue to
touch topics that reach out

to diverse audiences in the
LGBTQ community. Some
of the discussion topics featured in the past include
dating apps, the importance
of pride, movies and music.
The discussions have also
ventured into other civil
rights areas such as feminism
and Black History Month.
“I think they [the LGBTea
Parties] are a great event,”
Meredith Hassenrik, Graduate Assistant of the RRC
said. “I think it is a great way
to engage people on campus. I mostly just provide
guidance to the discussion,
but the fact that they are student-led makes it special.”
This past week’s topic
was based on religion and
faith in the LGBTQ community. The discussion lasted
about an hour and brought
about conversations such as
how religion can affect politics, and how the LGBTQ

community can advocate for
and strengthen its relationship with places of worship.
“I was really excited to
see new faces present,” Casey Rogers, an administrative aide for LGBTQ services, said. “It’s always great
to see new faces, and familiar faces too. I like a mixture,
because then you get more of
an interesting conversation.
I was a little nervous about
this one because I’m not personally religious, so I didn’t
know how much I could keep
the conversation going. But I
was happily surprised when I
thought it was wrapping up
and people continued it [the
discussion] on their own.
That was awesome to see.”
Rogers has been facilitating LGBTea Parties since
last semester, when she also
worked with Administrative
Aide Amy Schmitt. The two
continued the series in the

fall, after Pettegrow graduated from UMaine last May,
while Administrative Aide
Olivia Castay joined this semester.
“I was happy with it,” Rebecca King, vice-president
of Wilde-Stein, said. “Usually religion is a touchy topic,
but people opened up and
that brought a really good
discussion.”
In addition to the continuation of the LGBTea Parties, LGBTQ Services has
also been promoting and
organizing their Safe-Zone
trainings. The Safe-Zone
training is a program open to
all students, staff and faculty
members at UMaine, and is a
way to learn more about the
LGBTQ community and becoming an ally.
“I think it [the safe-zone
training] is great,” King said.
“I would highly recommend
them. They are very educa-

tional. It is usually a good
way to get up to date with
things in general. The community is always changing.”
King has completed the
training twice.
“For me, I’ve already
been a big part of the community so a lot of it was stuff
I already know, but there
were one or two terms that
had been newly created, very
modern elements that I kind
of didn’t know a lot about,”
Castay said.
Rogers summarized an
overview of the training and
mentioned how students can
just come by the RRC, or
even organize a Safe-Zone
training for their clubs and
organizations.
Trainees
should expect the training to
last roughly under two hours
and will discuss sexual orientation and identity, different terms used in the LGBTQ
community, and how to be a

good ally.
“We like to keep it a fun
training, so we have a few
different games that we like
that are put through out the
training,” Rogers said. “It
is fun when people are engaged. The shorter ones are
usually when people don’t
want to talk much at all. You
get what you put out of it.”
“It has a lot of really good
information, so that if you’re
not accustomed to the community, it’s well explained
and it’s all laid out for you
page by page,” Castay said.
“It will be very helpful for
someone that doesn’t know
anything about the community.”
To become involved in
the resources that LGBTQ
Services has to offer, the
RRC, Room 224 in the Memorial Union, is open Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.

A Mainer Abroad: Dobrinishte and Bansko
Chloe Dyer
Contributor
This past week, I experienced more of Bulgaria, as I
traveled within the country.
I have so far only seen Blagoevgrad, where I live, and
briefly Sofia, the capital. I
went on a school-led trip to
Dobrinishte, a ski and resort town near the ski resort
Bansko. This is located in
the Pirin mountain range in
southwest Bulgaria, a little
over an hour away and deeper into the mountains from
Blago.
It was colder in Dobrinishte than it was in Blagoevgrad, although there is

still no snow. It is by far the
mildest winter I have ever
experienced, as although it
is mid-February, it feels like
late April in Maine.
In Dobrinishte, we stayed
in a hotel and spa. Dobrinishte can only be described
as a small and traditional
Bulgarian village, with redroofed huts and a small town
square that is Soviet-esque.
There are not many shops,
but traditional Bulgarian
restaurants abound on every corner. We had trouble
finding places to buy snacks
or alcohol, because there
were only a couple of very
tiny convenience shops that
were too small to fit more

than about four people at one
time.
We all were crowded into
one shop on Friday night, and
the cashier, who spoke two
words of English, spoke to us
in Bulgarian for some time
with us staring blankly before
saying in English, “outsider?” We nodded. However,
Bulgaria is a unique country
in that nodding up and down
means “no,” and back and
forth means “yes,” which is
the opposite from what we
do in the U.S. and in most
other countries. To make
things even more confusing,
the younger Bulgarians have
started nodding the Western
way, so you can never be too

sure if they mean yes or no.
We ate at a traditional
Bulgarian restaurant on Saturday night, and experienced
the typical Bulgarian service.
Although we arrived before
any other customers, we received our food late, and
at different times from one
another. I tried some very
strong homemade wine with
my dinner, and the glass was
filled to the brim. As is also
custom in Bulgaria, hardly
any restaurants accept cards
as payment, or are willing to
split checks. We spent a good
15 minutes trying to pool
our leva (Bulgarian currency) and referenced a menu
to figure out who owed what

amount. Tipping is also very
confusing, as it is not custom
to tip much for anything, and
so is usually about 10 percent
of the bill. However, some
Bulgarians don’t really tip,
so it is hard to know when to
do it and for how much.
Finally, we visited Bansko, the ski resort, for about
two hours on Sunday afternoon on our way home, just
to sightsee in the small resort
town. There were also many
traditional restaurants, as
well as dozens of souvenir
shops. Here and in Blagoevgrad, it is normal for the
one salesperson working at
the store to stand outside, trying to draw passersby inside,

until a customer walks in, at
which point they will come
back inside.
Most shops are tiny in Bulgaria, and leave little standing
room with very low ceilings.
Most shopkeepers speak no
English. I have learned a few
phrases for asking how much
something is and how to say
“good afternoon” or “hello,”
or “thank you.” Other than
that, I manage to get by without many words exchanged.
I hope I will continue to get
used to these customs and
this different body language,
as it is simply a part of being
immersed in a different culture and is all a part of the
study abroad adventure.
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Future comes up short
with ‘EVOL’

RESTAURANT

Don’t listen to the critics,
‘Zoolander 2’ is fine

Red Hour Films

A1
Kurt Thiele
Contributor
After releasing a popular mixtape with Drake,
and just three weeks after releasing the mixtape
“Purple Reign,” Future’s
latest album was one of
the most anticipated albums of the new year.
However, the rapper’s
fourth effort, “EVOL,”
did not quite live up to
all of its hype.
The album, whose
name is pronounced
‘evil,’ features captivating instrumentals. However, Future’s lyrical
prowess does not seem to
be quite as compelling as
his past efforts. The autotune and production is
done very nicely — Metro Boomin and Southside produce many of
the tracks — and some
songs do feature the Future that fans have come
to know and love. The
repetitiveness of Future’s
lyrics are only felt a couple times throughout the
album, and this is to be
expected as only one other artist is featured on the
album.
The album’s title is
certainly
understood
right at the first song:
Future’s first few instrumentals are dark, yet intriguing. The first song,
“Ain’t No Time,” is a
prime example of the fine
execution on these ominous beats, into which
listeners become hooked.
The third track of the
album, “Maybach,” has
an instrumental that focuses on acoustic guitar
strings, a sound that isn’t
heard a lot in trap music, but Future is able to
make it fit well with his
rapping chops. Future’s
ability to hook listeners
in is either done through
instrumentals or through
lyrics. “Maybach” is one
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of the few on the album
in which he is able to do
so through both.
After a few songs, I
wasn’t sure if the instrumentals were just very
similar or if they blend
almost perfectly well together. Perhaps it is both.
However, the lyrics, not
surprisingly, focus on the
normal topics of drugs,
luxury and flashiness.
It is not until midway
through the album that
Future finally reaches his
stride with “Photo Copied.” Here, Future also
introduces a newer and
fresher sound in the backing tracks.
The end is the best
part of the album. With a
reference to Robert Horry’s seven NBA championship rings and a song
that features The Weeknd, Future seems to be
saving the best for last.
The song featuring The
Weeknd, “Low Life,” is
the most melodic track on
the album.
“EVOL” was partly a
victim of its hype. Had
Future not been at the top
of his game while the album was released, listeners wouldn’t be expecting
as much from the rapper.
Though disappointing at
times, Future is still able
to hook listeners in; the
production and instrumentation are Future’s
best tools to do so. Look
for Future to continue
to stay on the same level he’s been on with this
album, but do not expect
him to come out with the
newest sound in hip-hop.

Samuel Shepherd
News Editor
Critics will tell you that
“Zoolander 2” is a blazing
dumpster fire. Critics will
tell you that the humor is
lost in the abundance of
celebrity cameos. Critics
will tell you to not waste
your money to go see
“Zoolander 2.”
I’m here to tell you
that they are wrong. You
should go see “Zoolander
2.”
Ben Stiller, director and
star, plays Derek Zoolander, a lovably dumb
male model who has fallen
out of the public eye after
a string of disasters leaves
him widowed. One such
disaster leaves his partnerin-crime Hansel, played by
Owen Wilson, permanently deformed.
After losing custody of
his son and retreating to
the woods of northern New
Jersey, Zoolander attempts
to rekindle his modeling
career, along with Hansel,
by going to Rome. Zoolander then finds out that
Mugatu, played by Will
Ferrell, is planning to sacrifice his son for the future
of fashion.
Shockingly, my favorite
performance came not from
Ferrell, Stiller or Wilson.
The funniest performance
came from Kyle Mooney, a
regular on “Saturday Night
Live” and former YouTube
star. Mooney plays Don Atari, the poster boy for popular fashion.
Mooney’s
character
looks into the millennial trends and sets a stark
contrast to the aging models. It’s essentially one of
the personas he adopted
in his YouTube videos for
his group Good Neighbor
Films. His dry, sarcastic
style is not easy to notice,
but I laughed every time he
appeared on screen.
“Zoolander 2,” a sequel

Foodies beware,
Thai Orchid keeps it simple

yelp.com
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15 years removed from
the original, is not a good
movie, and neither was its
prequel. But the second
installment, much like the
first, had one intangible
thing that many movies
can’t attain: charm.
One of the most charming aspects of this film is
the stunning, almost absurd, number of celebrity cameos. Justin Bieber
appears in the first scene,
and the likes of Katy Perry,
Neil DeGrasse Tyson and
countless others also make
appearances.
These cameos, notably
Sting’s, were hilarious
because they knew they
weren’t involved in something to be taken seriously.
Nearly every single line
ends or begins with the
title of a song by The Police. It’s not terribly complex or intricate writing,
but it makes you laugh.
This movie was objectively over-hyped and
over-produced.
There
were Snapchat filters and
countless runway appearances at Fashion Week
by Stiller and Wilson, in
character, of course. For
a minute, I thought this
would be as good as the
first installment.
“Zoolander” is one
of my all time favorite
movies — I’ve ordered
orange mocha frappechinos at Starbucks. It was
dumb, but laugh out loud
funny. In its simplicity, it
was Stiller’s masterwork.
Read the rest at
mainecampus.com

Alan Bennett
Culture Editor
“Oh, that can’t be the
right door,” one would
think upon entering Thai
Orchid on Mill St. in Orono. “This is someone’s
house.”
In fact, both are correct.
When you open the door to
Thai Orchid, you not only
enter a restaurant, you become immersed in the culture of homeland Thailand,
where the rich aroma of
exotic spices fill the nose
and invite you to sit down.
Immediately you will
become flustered by the
multitude of offerings at
Thai Orchid. The menu
is eight pages and comes
with a separate, laminated insert of various specialty dishes. Should you
get pad thai ($9.95), the
famed noodle dish that
Thai Orchid prepares with
stir-fried shrimp, chicken and eggs and tops with
peanuts, sprouts and scallions? You could keep it
simple and and order the
Thai fried rice ($8.95), a
general mix of vegetables,
egg and your choice of
chicken, pork or beef.
Or you could be daring, and order the “Lover’s
Honeymoon”
($15.95),
which the menu describes
as a “marriage” of chicken
and shrimp that also features green peppers, water
chestnuts and pineapple, a
dish the menu asserts is so
good that, “Only the wedding night was better.” If
you’re not worried about
any possible affliction, pair
it with a boozy scorpion
bowl from the bar menu
($15) and you’ll have a
Valentine’s Day to remember.
Thai steamed dumplings ($5.25) arrived piping
hot and filled with ground
pork, chicken, shrimp and
vegetables. Served with
a menial slaw of red and
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green cabbage topped with
a twist of orange, they
were plump and round and
perfectly bite-sized. The
filling, albeit dry, was soft
and flavorful — pork lent
a fatty richness that complemented the light flavor
of the shrimp. A sweet
brown sauce provided the
necessary moisture, as did
a light drizzle of sweetened crushed peanut sauce
served over the dumplings. If there were vegetables in these dumplings,
I wouldn’t know it, but I
didn’t miss them — the
egg noodle skin was soft
and lightly chewy, the filling was flavorful and the
sauce brought the two together in matrimony.
Pad See Ew with beef
($9.95) arrived as soon
as the appetizer plate was
cleared away — what
punctuality! — and, as
it was placed in front of
me, I was reminded of the
homey ambience of the
restaurant. It was plated
much like food would be
served at home: somewhat
on the sloppy side, with
little regard to aesthetics.
Wide rice noodles — stirfried with carrots, broccoli,
peanuts and scallions in a
sweet soy sauce — the rice
noodles were visibly overcooked and, to the tooth,
lacked bite and were quite
starchy. My inner-Italian
shook his head in shame.
The vegetables were almost
too fresh, so tender crisp as
to taste raw.
Read the rest at
mainecampus.com

Tip Whip debuts mobile app now available
for UMaine students on iOS and Android
Alan Bennett
Culture Editor
Tip Whip app now
available for UMaine students on iOS and Android
Popular
ride-sharing
service Tip Whip LLC
launched its much-anticipated mobile application
on Wednesday, Feb. 3.
Tip Whip was created
in Dec. 2014 by alumnus,
Spencer Wood, a tenant of
the University of Maine’s
Foster Center for Student Innovation. The ser-

vice allows University of
Maine students access to
safe rides to and from their
destinations. The service
is the first of its kind to
implement fee-less rides
exclusively to college students. The service does not
mandate a specific fare,
but students can tip however much they desire or
feel is appropriate.
With the launch of their
free mobile app, Tip Whip
now makes it possible for
UMaine students to contact a driver directly from

the app, much like other
ride-sharing services such
as Uber and Lyft. The app
has many other features,
which allow students to
track and rate the driver,
as other similar services
also feature. Most notably,
the app allows students to
tip the driver directly from
their phones, with no cashin-hand necessary.
The mobile application was originally set to
launch prior to Homecoming weekend in October,
but its delay has allowed

student hype to generate
on campus. Tip Whip has
become an important fixture in university for not
only its ease and convenience, but also for its reliability and safety record.
“I like [Tip Whip] a lot
because you can tip them
any amount and they’re always reliable and show up
when they say they will,”
Logan Neal, a fourth-year
kinesiology student, said.
“I’ve taken it alone before
and didn’t feel unsafe or
anything.”

Signing up for Tip Whip
through its new application is easy. Students just
have to use their school
email address to verify
they are students, agree to
the terms and conditions
and enter their credit card
information. Within minutes, students can be on
the road.
The app will hopefully
expand to other universities in the state. In the
coming months, the app
will hopefully expand to
the University of Southern

Maine and the University
of New England.
The Tip Whip mobile
application is available for
both iOS and Android devices.
Carter Hathaway contributed to this report.
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Kanye West, The Life of Pablo
Yoko Ono, Yes, I’m a Witch Too
TEEN, Love Yes
Deadpool (in theaters)
How to Be Single (in theaters)
Zoolander 2 (in theaters)
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students to spread the love.
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UMaine SPA brings ‘Urinetown,’
political commentary to
Hauck Auditorium

What’s happening in
and around Orono
this week

Monday, Feb. 15
When Farming
is like Fishing:
Helping Farmers
Understand
Landscape Effects,
Lessons from the
Bee Mapper
3 p.m. — 4 p.m.
Senator George J.
Mitchell Center,
Norman Smith Hall
Free
Saturday, Feb. 20
The cast of “Urinetown” rehearses in Hauck Auditorium. The show hits the stage on Feb. 19.

Taryn Carrie Lane
Staff Writer
“Urinetown,” a popular political musical with
urine-related comedic relief,
premiers next week in Hauck
Auditorium. Staffed by
about 65 students and produced by the University of
Maine School of Performing
Arts (SPA), Urinetown will
have seven performances,
six of which will be open to
the public.
“Urinetown” was the first
Broadway show to open after
Sept. 11, 2001, and with its

politically charged commentary, it made waves. During
its two-and-a-half year run at
the Henry Miller’s Theatre
on Broadway in New York
City, Urinetown won three
Tony Awards, three Outer
Critic’s Circle Awards, two
Lucille Lortel Awards and
two Obie Awards.
Director Tom Mikotowicz, a professor of theatre
in the SPA, selected this
year’s musical carefully.
“I landed on ‘Urinetown’
because I knew it would be
the best educational experience for our students. That

Keeping a
tradition alive:
Orono
Contradance
Aliya Uteuova
Contributor
A contradance is a folk
dance, where parallel lines
of dancers stand opposite,
or “contra to” their partners.
Brought to North America
during the colonial settlement, contradances incorporate elements of English,
Irish, Scottish and French
folk dance. Since the 17th
century, this dance has been
passed on from generation to
generation as part of American cultural heritage.
Contradances can be
found all over the world and
in all 50 U.S. states, but it is
especially prominent in New
England. In fact, contradance
is sometimes described as
New England folk dance.
On every second Saturday
of the month, the Keith Anderson Community Center
in downtown Orono holds a
contradance. On Saturday,
Feb.13, more than 40 members of the community and
University of Maine students
attended the Valentine’s
Day-themed Contradance.
Since 1980, contradance
band Marsh Island Band
has been playing live music
at the Orono contradances.
The band members retired

two years ago. However, the
torch has been passed on to
Orono Contraband, a threepiece dance band featuring
Anthony Visseli on guitar,
Sam Furth on guitar and Ryu
Mitsuhashi on fiddle.
Mitsuhashi, a concertmaster for the UMaine Orchestra,
is completing her graduate
degree in music performance
at UMaine. She performed
with the Bangor Symphony
Orchestra last Saturday, and
therefore was unable to play
at the contradance.
“I wish I had two bodies
and could do both,” Mitshuashi shared.
Mitsuhashi started playing violin when she was 3
years old.
“I grew up playing classical music, and at one point
I hated it; but then I heard
some tango and gypsy music,
and I didn’t think you could
play this type of music on violin,” Mitshuashi shared.
Mitsuhashi first encountered fiddle music six years
ago, when she attended her
first Orono contradance ran
by the Marsh Island Band.
Mitshuashi was asked by
Visseli to fill in for a fiddler
who became sick.
See Contradance on A9

is always the deciding factor
when I pick a show,” Mikotowicz said. “There was a
healthy balance of female
and male roles for our acting
students, challenging design
requirements for technical
students, great music for our
performers and orchestra,
unique satirical dance numbers, and through-provoking
material.”
Mikotowicz said he also
picked “Urinetown” because
it was funny.
“I am sure the audiences
will love the show when they
see it,” Mikotowicz said.

Ian Ligget, Staff

Actress Michelle Bassis,
a zoology student who plays
Little Becky Two-Shoes,
agrees.
“I feel like everyone is
gonna like it no matter what,
because it’s cloaked in a lot
of really good humor, but
once you start looking into it,
it’s just like ‘oh, they really
are saying something against
... monopolizing over natural
resources.’ But at first glance
it’s like ‘oh, that’s a funny
pee joke.’”
And with a name like
“Urinetown,” the satire
speaks for itself.

“‘Urinetown’ presents a
deft weaving of social critique, humorous repartees,
and subversive commentary
on the glorious shortcomings of political idealism and
romantic love,” Dr. Carla
Billitteri, dramaturg and associate English professor,
said in her note for the program. “The play tackles with
bracing directness the all-too
actual themes of capitalist
greed, political corruption,
fatal ecological disasters,
vertiginous social disparity,

International Dance
Festival
2 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Collins Center for
the Arts
Free
“Urinetown: The
Musical”
7:30 p.m. — 9:30
p.m.
Hauck Auditorium,
Class of 1944 Hall
$9-$25, or free with
student MaineCard

See Urinetown on A9

Let’s get together and
feel alright: The Wailers
to perform at CCA

The Wailers are set to perform at the CCA on Feb. 21.

Taryn Carrie Lane
Staff Writer
The Wailers, one of the
world’s most popular reggae bands, is coming to the
Collins Center for the Arts
(CCA) on Feb. 21.
Known for their famous
late front man, Bob Marley,
and their classic hits like
“One Love” and “Three Little Birds,” The Wailers have
sold over 250 million albums
worldwide. They perform
an average of 200 times per
year, and they’ve played to
an estimated 24 million people. Despite Marley’s death,

The Wailers have continued
to thrive.
They’ve also made Rolling Stone’s “500 Greatest Albums of All Time” with their
hit album “Legend.” That
same album is the best-selling reggae album of all time,
with 30 million copies sold
internationally. Time magazine has named their album
“Exodus” as the “Album of
the 20th Century” following
its release in 1977.
With all this international
success, it’s easy to understand the excitement around
campus.
Michael Bailey, a student

Courtesy of Justine Ketola

and reggae-lover, is just one
of many who plan on attending the concert.
“I am very excited about
The Wailers coming to campus,” Bailey said. “I’ve heard
a bit of chatter on campus
about them. I think many
are unaware of how ‘big’
they are because they only
know former head-man Bob
Marley. But once that is explained, students become
very excited.”
Former front-man Marley passed away on May 11,
1981, but that did not stop
The Wailers. They are now in
their fifth decade of writing

and performing songs.
According to The Wailers’
website, “reggae music has
never stopped evolving but
for millions of people around
the world it’s still defined by
the songs of Bob Marley and
the [sic] Wailers.”
Danny Williams, executive director for the CCA,
agrees.
“If you ask anybody to
name a reggae band, they’re
gonna say, probably, Bob
Marley & The Wailers,” Williams said. “They know the
music.”
“One of the reasons I
was interested in seeing The
Wailers here is because you
don’t get to hear that music
live very often, so that was
another sort of appeal. That
the Collins Center for the
Arts, you know, as much as
we do try to present popular
things, we also try to present
things that are culturally interesting as well. Things you
may not hear in other places,” Williams said. “Even on
the radio … You could spend
all day looking for a [radio]
station and not hear a reggae
song, so it’s a kind of music
that doesn’t get played a lot.”
Bailey believes that The
Wailers’ music has remained
at the forefront of popular
music for a reason.
See Wailers on A9

Sports
Men’s basketball
Two losses to conference teams
The men’s team
dropped decisions to
UNH and Albany.
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2/12 Women’s Ice Hockey at Connecticut
Men’s Ice Hockey at Notre Dame
2/13 Men’s Ice Hockey at Notre Dame
Women’s Ice Hockey at Connecticut
2/14 Men’s Basketball at Albany
Women’s Basketball vs. Albany

Loss
Loss
Loss
Loss
Loss
Win

2-1 (OT)
4-1
5-1
4-3
108-64
65-53

Men’s Hockey
Black Bears struggle to score
The Black Bears
managed only two
goals on the weekend

Conference scores, standings and upcoming schedule on B4
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Black Bears extend
winning streak to
nine games, upend
Albany 65-53

University of Maine women’s basketball vs. UNH at the Cross Insurance Center on February 8, 2016. Mikaela Gustafsson
goes to pass the ball.

Timothy Rocha
Staff Writer
Climbing back from
a 15-point halftime deficit, the University of New
Hampshire (UNH)’s women’s basketball team came
back to within two points
against Maine, but failed to
seal the comeback in the final seconds. After managing
to survive the Wildcat’s late
resurgence 59-55, the Black
Bears won their 17th consecutive game at the Cross
Insurance Center on Monday, a streak that dates back
to last season. Though they
had a solid first half, the
Black Bears were outplayed
on all levels in the second
half and let the Wildcats
climb back into the contest.
“We dodged a bullet, so
we got lucky,” third-year
guard Sigi Koizar said, “especially now towards the
end of the season we want
to be consistent in our play,
because down the stretch
it’s important to get every-

thing right.”
With their seventh win
in a row, Maine now stands
tall at 19-7 on the year,
while they hold onto a 10-1
mark within the America
East. On the other hand, the
Wildcats slip to 8-15 overall
and have a 2-8 record within conference play.
In the contest, Maine
had a trio of solid players
offensively.
Fourth-year
forward Bella Swan went
8-9 on clutch free throws
late in the game to keep
Maine ahead. She also accumulated 20 points and
seven rebounds. Koizar had
another strong day as she
grabbed six rebounds, three
assists and scored 20 points.
Finally, fourth-year forward Mikaela Gustafsson
notched four rebounds, four
assists and 10 points.
Statistically,
UNH
played more accurately on
their shots. The Wildcats hit
24-51, shooting 47.1 percent from the field. For the
Black Bears, they went 20-

50, hitting the net on 40 percent of their shots. The biggest difference in the game
came from the three-point
line. While Maine managed
to hit a solid 7-of-15, UNH
went only 3-for-15.
In the first quarter, the
Black Bears came out strong
with a quick layup from
Swan. Koizar then hit two
three-pointers, a layup and
a jump shot for 10 points,
as the Black Bears grabbed
the early lead. At the end of
the first period, Maine stood
strong, up 16-8 because of
Koizar’s early momentum.
“She’s one of the best,”
UNH Assistant Coach Brendan Copes said, “She’s the
best perimeter player in
our league, she’s one of the
best scorers in our league,
guarding her, for us, was a
priority as a team.”
The Wildcats found a
little bit of success in the
second period. Second-year
center Carlie Pogue stepped
up, grabbing seven points
for UNH. However, the

Wildcats couldn’t find
any answers when it came
to three-point attempts
throughout the half. They
went 0-8, allowing Maine
to dash ahead 35-20 heading into halftime.
After the half, the Wildcats looked like a brand
new team. Pogue hit a quick
layup before the team decided to put the quarter in
second-year center Morgan
Bassett-Smith’s hands. Bassett-Smith hit three layups,
a jump shot and the team’s
first three-pointer, as UNH
fought back. At the end of
the period, UNH outscored
Maine 15-9. However, the
Black Bears still held the
diminishing 44-35 lead.
“I thought we played
with a level of hesitancy and a lack of urgency,”
Head Coach Richard Barron
said. “We lost our aggressiveness, when one person
does it, it affects the entire
team, and it affects the entire rhythm.”
The Wildcats once again

Ian Ligget, Staff

were clicking on all cylinders in the final quarter.
Fourth-year guard Elizabeth
Belanger was unstoppable,
hitting two jump shots, a
free throw and a pair of
three-pointers for 11 points.
With her second make from
the three-point line, Belanger brought the Wildcats
to within two points with
just over 30 seconds remaining. With the game on
the line, Swan rose to the
occasion, hitting two free
throws, putting the game
out of reach and sealing the
win for Maine 59-55.
“I just stayed calm, like
I said, I was confident in
our team the whole time,”
Swan said. “It’s just a matter of putting the ball into
the hoop.”
Despite the loss, UNH
had some key performers.
Belanger was essential to
the team’s late rally, and
her five rebounds and 21
points helped the Wildcats
stay close throughout. Similarly, Pogue recorded six

rebounds and 12 points for
UNH. At the end of the day,
UNH’s inconsistent first
half ended up being their
hardest obstacle to overcome.
“If we had come roaring out of the gates the way
we came roaring out of the
locker room in the second
half, I think it could be a
little bit different,” Copes
said.
Black Bears continue
streaking after 76-43 win
over UMass Lowell
In one of the greatest
performances of her career,
Koizar put up 32 points
for the women’s basketball
team Thursday night. Following her dominant game,
Maine was able to beat the
University of Massachusetts (UMass) Lowell 7346.
Due to their strong performance on the road, the
Black Bears improve to
20-7 on the year, earning
See W. Basketball on B3

Lucas balances military training, track and field
Jake Leithiser
Contributor
The life of a college athlete can be overwhelming as
they balance school, athletics
and work all at the same time.
Fourth-year track and field
captain Michael Lucas has
added another component
to an already busy schedule:
training for the Navy SEALs.
In December, Lucas
signed a provisional contract with the Navy SEALs
that will send him to Basic
Operating Demolition/SEAL
training (BUD/S) in Coronado, Cali. A large basis of what
got him a contract offer was
his performance in his physical screening tests, known as
PSTs, which are made up of

a 500-yard swim, a one-anda-half-mile run, pull-ups, situps and pushups.
Lucas credits his track
background for providing
him with the skills needed
to succeed in these PSTs. He
has already earned his Black
Shirt, an award for recording
elite-level PST scores.
Part of Lucas’s contract
requires that he perform
monthly PSTs to ensure he’s
keeping his fitness level up,
which on occasion has forced
him to alter his track training.
“I’ve had to strive to find
a balance between my track
training and the training I do
now for the Navy,” Lucas
said. “It wasn’t easy at first
but a lot of the training overlaps, so that’s helpful.”

Head track and field
Coach Mark Lech echoes
this sentiment and realizes
the extra effort that Lucas is
putting forward to reach his
dream.
“[When he has a PST] I’ll
temper his workout. While
the PST might not be event
specific for what he’s training for in terms of track, he’s
still taxing his body to a certain level, and I don’t want
to send him over the edge,”
Lech said.
Despite doing double
duty training-wise, Lucas has
enjoyed great success on the
track this year and is peaking
at just the right time with the
America East Conference
Championships starting Feb.
19 in New York City. Lucas

has set personal bests in the
500-meter dash the last two
consecutive meets while also
holding down a key spot on
the 4x400-meter relay team
that remains undefeated on
the season.
Lucas’s ability to maintain dedication to both his
preparation for the military
and the track and field team
is something that hasn’t gone
unnoticed by his coaches and
teammates.
“Track and any other
sport at this level is an immense time commitment
towards self betterment,
and by choosing to join the
military Mike’s making that
same commitment on a level that has a much more impactful purpose,” fourth-year

co-captain and fellow relay
team member Tyler Martin
said. “Seeing that commitment makes you want to
work harder every day.”
In his 28 years of collegiate coaching experience,
Coach Lech can’t remember
having another athlete take
the road that Lucas is on, a
testament to the difficulty of
balancing both track and the
military.
“I applaud Mike [Lucas]
for it, we always find ways to
do the things we want to do,”
Lech said with a grin.
Joining the military is
something Lucas has always
had in the back of his mind.
“I have a military heritage
in my family that I feel responsible to uphold,” Lucas

said. “I didn’t just want to be
another boot on the ground or
find myself in an office working a ‘normal job.’”
Lucas has not only strived
to join the military, but he’s
attempting to join what many
consider one of the toughest and most competitive
branches, with only two out
of every 10 candidates successfully completing the 18
months of training that are
required to become a Navy
SEAL.
Lucas seems to have a
penchant for seeking out
tough endeavors, as his main
event in track, the 400-meter
hurdles, is considered one of
the most grueling events both
See Lucas on B2
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Swimming and Diving
competes at AE Championships

Lucas

from B1
physically and mentally. Lucas sees the parallels between
this event and his training
with the Navy.
“Track is a very mental sport; you need to be a
strong-willed person to be a
good track athlete. I chose to
run a very tough event and
through training for it I have
gained physical and mental
toughness that has helped me
hit elite level scores in the
PST,” Lucas said.
While he’s excited to begin the next stage of his life,

for right now his focus remains on finishing out school
and his track career.
“My top priority right
now is to finish out both my
track seasons. I’m taking one
thing at a time while staying
focused on the big picture.”
At the end of this month
Lucas will be assuming the
position of Special Warfare/
Operations New England
Candidate (SWONEC) Boat
Crew Leader of Region 1
Tac-1. He’ll continue training for track through the outdoor season before shifting
his focus fulltime to the Navy
and leaving for boot camp
July 11.

Heise: Play
for Kay game
another huge
success
Anna Heise
Contributor
The men’s and women’s swimming and diving teams competed at WPI over the
weekend.

Lance Lajorie
Contributor
The University of Maine
women’s swimming and
diving team headed south to
Worcester, Mass. for the 2016
America East Swimming and
Diving Championships held
at Worcester Polytechnic Institute from Thursday, Feb.
11 through Sunday, Feb. 14.
The Black Bears were joined
by The University of New
Hampshire (UNH), Vermont,
Binghamton and The University of Maryland, Baltimore

County (UMBC).
The first day of the championships consisted of three
events: 1-meter diving, 800yard freestyle relay and the
200-yard medley relay.
The Black Bears had two
divers place in the 1-meter
diving finals. Third-year diver Hayli Weitz posted a score
of 205.5 to secure fifth place.
Her teammate, second-year
diver Kayla Bousfield, took
seventh with a score of
175.30. The event was won
by fourth-year diver Maggie Preston from Vermont.

She posted a score of 248.9
to edge out fourth-year diver Coco Darelius of UMBC,
who garnered an impressive
214.55. Preston won the
3-meter title in last year’s
championships en route to
being named the 2015 Most
Outstanding Diver.
The second event of the
day was highlighted by a
record-setting performance
from UNH. The Wildcats set
both a meet and conference
record by posting a blistering 7:16.14 in the 800-yard
freestyle relay. The Black

File Photo

Bears relay team, comprised
of first-years Megan McGillivray, Shayla Rose Kleisinger, Alison Brodt and second-year Chloe Adams, took
fourth place with a time of
7:36.30.
The third and final event
of the day saw another record
smashed as UMBC edged out
Vermont to win the 200-yard
medley relay. The Retrievers
were clocked at 1:41.26 to
break the meet and conference record previously set
See Swimming on B4

Let me start off by
saying you guys are
ABSOLUTELY amazing.
Once again we were
able to reach our goal
of $10,000 on our Play
for Kay night. What a
huge
accomplishment
that wouldn't be possible
without
you.
Words
can't even describe how
thankful, and grateful, we
are for everything you guys
are doing.
The game against New
Hampshire was, according
to Coach Barron, "one
of the worst games we
have played all year," and
we couldn't agree more.
It wasn't pretty, but it is

always good to learn a
lesson without losing. The
fact is, we have to do better.
Especially with Albany
coming on Sunday.
There were a few
reasons why we were able
to get the win against
New Hampshire. One of
those reasons was Bella
Swan. Can we just take
a moment and recognize
how amazing she is playing
this year? She is stepping
up constantly. Beating her
own career-high every
other game and the sky
seems to be the limit for
her, literally. In the game
against UNH she recorded
her second-straight 20-plus
point game, with 20 points
and seven rebounds.
The other two reasons
were Sigi Koizar and
Mikaela Gustafsson. Sigi
scored 20 points, while
Mikaela finished in double
digits as well with ten
points and four assists.
After the win against
UNH, we had a day off and
started our preparation for
UMass Lowell on Tuesday,
before hitting the road on
Wednesday. The game was
scheduled for Thursday at
7 p.m.
We knew to win the
game we had to front the
post, take away their drives
and take the open shots.
Once again it was our
defense that helped us
secure the win. We were
able to hold UMass Lowell
under 50 points and forced
a season-high 29 turnovers.
Sigi Koizar had an
unbelievable performance.
She finished with a new
career-high 32 points,
while adding five rebounds
and five assists. Sophie
Weckström and Mikaela
Gustafsson joined Sigi in
double-figures with 11 and
10.
After losing the first
game against Albany by
five, we are determined
to do better. We watched
a lot of film and talked
about how and where we
can improve. Some of the
big keys are controlling
their
two
top-players,
rebounding, stopping their
drives and executing well
against their zone.
Let’s see if we can make
it 12-1 in conference.

W. Basketball
from B1

their eighth consecutive
victory. The conference
win also puts them at 11-1
within America East. On the
other hand, 29 turnovers led
to the River Hawks falling
to 4-20 overall, with a bleak
1-11 tally within conference
games.
At the end of the day,
Koizar was phenomenal for
Maine. She went 13-20 on
her shots, with a 4-7 mark
from the three-point line.
In addition to her 32 points,
she tallied five assists and
five rebounds. Stepping
up as the team’s second
highest scorer, fourth-year
guard Sophie Weckstrom
also gave the Black Bears
11 points and three assists.
The Black Bears made
the most of their shots as
they went 31-65, completing 47.7 percent of their
attempts. The River Hawks
were slightly lower as they
went 19-44, while reaching the net 43.2 percent of
the time. Maine also had
the upper hand from the
three-point line as the Black
Bears went 7-15, while the
River Hawks hit 6-17. The
biggest statistical difference
came on turnovers. While
Maine forced a season-high
29 turnovers, they gave up
a season-low eight of their
own.
It took Maine no time to
begin dominating, as they
took an early 11-0 lead in
the first quarter. Gustafsson stepped up, hitting
two jump shots and two
free throws for six points.
Though third-year guard
Nicole Hayner managed
to sink a three-point shot
for the River Hawks at the
buzzer, the Black Bears
maintained a 15-11 lead after the first period.
For the first five minutes of the second period,
Maine’s offense consisted
of only Koizar. She gave the
Black Bears 13 consecutive
points with two three-pointers, two layups, a jump shot
and a free throw. Following
her dominant quarter, the
Black Bears outscored the
River Hawks 20-13, giving
Maine the 35-24 advantage
at the half.
Maine cruised along in
the third quarter. Swan and
Koizar each put up three
layups, giving the team 12
points. Outside of a pair
of three-point shots from
Hayner, the River Hawks
struggled to get anything
going, as the Black Bears
found themselves up 52-36
with only 10 minutes left in
the contest.
With eight points in the
early moments of the final period, Koizar put the
game out of reach. Though
Hayner managed to put up
another pair of three-pointers, the River Hawks were
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too far down on the scoreboard. With a successful
three-point attempt from
Weckstrom, Maine took a
27-point lead, their largest
of the game. With no urgency left, the River Hawks
let the clock expire, giving
Maine the decisive 73-46
victory.
Despite the loss, the
River Hawks had some
solid contributors. Hayner
went 5-8 from the threepoint line, giving her team
15 points. Second-year forward Kayla Gibbs also had
an impactful game, as she
put up 14 points and nine
rebounds.
Maine upends conference heavyweight Albany
65-53
The University of Albany women’s basketball
team came marching into
the Cross Insurance Center
on Sunday riding a 13-game
winning streak and in first
place of the America East
Conference. After a tough
40 minutes, Maine handed
them their first loss since
December in tune to a 65-53
victory for the Black Bears.
With their ninth consecutive win, the Black Bears
now stand at 21-7 on the
year, with an impressive
12-1 mark within America
East contests. Maine also
remains unbeaten at home.
On the other hand, the loss
puts the Great Danes down
to 21-4 on the season, with
a 12-1 tally in conference
games. During the match,
the Black Bears played aggressively throughout.
“There was a difference
today in our approach to
the game,” Wood said. “I
think a lot of times in the
past when we approached a
big game, we kind of shied
away, but today we were really locked in.”
When it came down to
shots, Maine played more
accurately in every significant category. On all
attempts, the Black Bears
went 26-53, hitting the net
49.1 percent of the time.
The Great Danes went 2354 on all shots, making 42.6
percent of their attempts.
The biggest statistical difference came on three-point
shots. While Maine played
phenomenal on three-pointers, hitting 13-23, Albany
only hit a mere 1-7.
Second-year forward Tiana-jo Carter got the Great
Danes on the board first
with a layup, but the Black
Bears battled back. Koizar
gave the Black Bears a
three-pointer and a layup, as
well as a defensive rebound.
In addition, Gustafsson was
all around the court, grabbing four rebounds. After
a low scoring first quarter,
the Black Bears held onto a
slim 14-10 lead.
In the second period,
third-year guard Imani Tate
gave Maine nightmares.
With four jump shots and

a layup for 10 points, Tate
could not be stopped.
Fourth-year guard Lauren
Bodine however, would not
let the Black Bears sink on
the scoreboard as she hit a
layup and three three-point
shots for 11 points. Despite
a jump shot from third-year
guard Zakiya Saunders in
the final few seconds, Maine
held onto a 34-30 advantage
heading into halftime.
Saunders tied the game
up with four quick points to
start the third period. Minutes later, she hit a crucial
three-point shot for Albany.
Despite the Great Dane’s
strong start, the Black
Bears recovered with nine
straight points, including a
three-pointer from Weckstrom, which put Maine
up by 10. At the end of the
quarter, Maine outscored
Albany 17-13, giving the
Black Bears a 51-43 lead
heading into the final 10
minutes.
The Black Bears started the fourth quarter with a
successful three-point shot
from Koizar. With the game
on the line, Wood stepped
up for Maine. In the final
five minutes, she put up
two three-point shots and
a jump shot. Wood’s game
clinching shots helped the
Black Bears hang on to the
65-53 victory.
“What was so impressive to me is the attitude
we played this game,” Head
Coach Richard Barron said.
“The approach that we
brought from the beginning,
we just embraced it. We
played as well as we have
all year in this game.”
For Maine, Koizar led
the team in scoring with
15 points. She also contributed four assists and
four rebounds. Wood gave
the Black Bears 14 points,
along with six rebounds and
three assists. In addition,
Bodine went 4-6 from the
three-point line, and she
ended the night with 14
points.
Despite losing, the Great
Danes had some solid performances. Tate ended the
game with 22 points, along
with four rebounds and two
assists. Although Richards
was limited to just eight
points, she led the game
with 11 rebounds. After the
loss, Albany’s Head Coach
Katie
Abrahamson-Henderson acknowledged that
every now and then a great
team gets defeated.
“We are a four time
defending
championship
team. We get beat, we’ve
gotten beat every single
year by somebody,” Abrahamson-Henderson
said.
“Every year, somebody gets
us.”
The Black Bears will
look to keep the momentum rolling as they head to
Stony Brook on Saturday,
Feb. 20.

Men’s basketball drops
decisions to conference
foes UNH, Albany
Spencer Bergholtz
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
men’s basketball dropped
their third straight contest
88-75 to the University of
New Hampshire (UNH)
Wildcats on Monday night.
The loss was Maine’s second of the season to UNH,
leaving the Black Bears
empty-handed against their
archrival for the second
consecutive season.
It was a big night for
second-year guard Kevin Little who netted his
600th career point as he
scored 23 points on 7-for16 shooting from the field.
Fourth-year forward Shaun
Lawton drew the start from
Head Coach Bob Walsh
and answered, shooting
7-of-10 from the field for
19 points, collecting seven
rebounds. First-year guard
Ryan Bernstein was effective off the bench scoring
seven points and hauling in
seven rebounds and a steal.
Wildcats second-year
forward Tanner Leissner
was the game-changer for
the second straight game
against the Black Bears
this season. Leissner went
off for a game-high 26
points on 10-for-14 shooting and nine rebounds.
Fourth-year guard Ronnel
Jordan had a double-double with 25 points and 11
rebounds.
UNH started off hot
by getting out to a quick
double-digit lead. They
opened the game up 17-7
through the first seven
minutes of the contest.
New Hampshire maintained their lead until the
4:57 mark in the first half,
when Maine went on a
10-2 run that put them in
the lead for the first time.
Unfortunately, Maine let
the lead slip away quickly
as the Wildcats powered
a 7-1 run to take the lead
into the halftime break.
The Black Bears headed
into the halftime down by
five, 43-38.
With 14:09 left in the
contest and Maine down
by eight, Lawton converted a huge and-one that
propelled a 7-0 run by
the Black Bears cutting
the lead down to just one.
That was as close as Maine
would get to UNH, as the
Wildcats followed Maine’s
7-0 run with a 7-2 run of
their own, putting them
back up by six and never
looking back.

The Wildcats shot the
ball more efficiently than
the Black Bears from all
over the floor. Maine shot
44 percent from the field
on 27-of-61 shooting and
went 16-of-21 at the free
throw line. UNH shot 52
percent from the floor to
go with an impressive 21of-24 (87.5 percent) at the
free throw line. The Wildcats also outrebounded
Maine 40-29.
Following
the
loss
Maine drops to 8-16 overall and 4-7 in America East
action. UNH improves to
19-9 overall and 7-3 in
conference play. Maine is
back at home to host University of Massachusetts
Lowell on Thursday, Feb.
11 for a 4 p.m. tipoff.
Black Bears fall to
UMass Lowell 108-95 in
overtime
The UMaine men’s
basketball team lost their
fourth straight contest on
Thursday afternoon to the
University of Massachusetts (UMass) Lowell Riverhawks by a score of 10895 in overtime. It was a
crazy, back-and-forth competitive game that featured
20 lead changes, technical
fouls and an ejection.
First-year forward Issac
Vann was the top performer for Maine, scoring 18
points and grabbing nine
rebounds.
Second-year
guard Aaron Calixte led
the Black Bears in scoring
with 19 points on 7-of17 shooting. Fourth-year
forward Till Gloger made
the most of his minutes
coming off the bench for
the Black Bears, shooting
7-of-9 from the field for
a season-high 18 points in
just 20 minutes of action.
UMass Lowell had three
players go off for more
than 20 points on Thursday
afternoon.
Second-year
guard Matt Harris dominated Maine with a gamehigh 33 points on 10-for-15
shooting from the floor and
7-for-11 from three-point
land. Second-year forward
Jahad Thomas posted a
double-double, going for
20 points and 10 rebounds.
First-year forward Logan
Primerano was an electric
spark off the bench for
the Riverhawks, recording
27 points, eight rebounds,
four assists and four steals
in 23 minutes.
The Black Bears were
shooting the ball from the
floor at a very similar rate
to the Riverhawks. Maine

connected on 33-of-72
shooting from the floor (46
percent) throughout regulation and the overtime period. UMass Lowell went
37-of-74 from the field (50
percent). It was the threepoint game that really did
the Black Bears in and allowed UMass Lowell to
separate themselves. The
River Hawks were on fire
all night from beyond the
arc, converting on 16-of28 (57 percent), opposed
to the Black Bears dismal
5-for-20 (25 percent) effort
from downtown.
Overtime did not pan
out well for Maine from
the opening tip, as they
couldn’t buy a defensive
stop or an offensive basket. The Riverhawks put
the game away extremely
quickly in the overtime period, opening it up with a
14-0 run which gave them
the lead 101-87 with two
minutes left. Maine was
unable to cut the deficit to
single digits the rest of the
way and ended up losing
by 13 points, 108-95.
Walsh was disappointed
with his team’s effort in
overtime.
“The first half was a disaster. The second half we
competed at a higher level, were getting stops and
then overtime was a disaster. Our defense went back
to where it was in the first
half, we couldn’t get stops
and they got great looks.
We got deflated,” Walsh
said.
Maine came into the
contest already shorthanded without their leading
scorer, Little, who was
out with an ankle injury
he suffered in practice this
week, and the Black Bears
also just lost Bernstein for
the season due to mononucleosis (mono).
The Black Bears bench
diminished even more with
16:22 left in regulation
when first-year forward Ilija Stojiljkovic was thrown
out on a flagrant foul two
that sent him to the locker
room for an early shower.
Stojiljkovic was tossed on
an extracurricular activity
where he bit Riverhawks
first-year forward Josh
Gantz, after Gantz chest
bumped and trash talked
one of Stojiljkovic’s teammates. Gantz was issued
a flagrant foul one, which
allowed him to stay in the
game.
See M. Basketball on B5

Track and Field teams impress at UNH meet
Connor Schneider
Contributor
The University of Maine
track and field team competed against the University of New Hampshire
(UNH) in a home meet
on Saturday, Feb. 13. The
women came away with a
victory against the Wildcats, while the men finished second.
The women took first
place, amassing 103 points
to UNH’s 59. Second-year
Jaclyn Masters was the
first woman to win her
event, once again winning
the pole vault with an outstanding 3.8 meter effort.
Her nearest Wildcat competitor was a full meter and
a half behind her.
Immediately after the
pole vault, first-year Ariel Clachar and third-year
Grace MacLean took first
and second place respec-

tively in the long jump.
With Clachar’s first-place
jump of 5.39 meters and
MacLean’s second place
5.32 meters, both women
broke the facility record
that had been put in place
by MacLean last year at
5.29 meters. MacLean instantly returned to action
and placed first in the high
jump, reaching 1.7 meters.
The women dominated
the 400-meter dash, finishing first through third.
Third-year Teal Jackson
came in first with a final
time of 58.39 seconds. After her, second-year Grace
Macura finished in 59.06
and was the only other finisher to complete the event
in under one minute. Second-year Synclaire Tasker
finished third at 1:00.23.
Masters returned to take
first place in the 60-meter
hurdles, finishing at 7.86
seconds. UNH’s first-year

Jessica Hackett finished
second, but was followed
by Maine’s first-year Lauren Magnuson at 8.05 seconds.
Second-year
Kaitlin
Saulter won the 600-meter
run, finishing an amazing
seven seconds before her
nearest rival, UNH’s second-year Lauren Brady.
Saulter’s 1:37.27 was easily enough to take five
points for the Black Bears.
The 800-meter run was
another landslide win for
Maine, with fourth-year
Shannon O’Neil and thirdyears Kelsey Maxim and
Ahlin Sungsuwan taking
the top three positions.
O’Neil and Maxim finished nearly simultaneously, with O’Neil taking
first at 2:17.57 and Maxim
following her only .05 seconds later at 2:17.62. Sungsuwan followed closely at
2:20.34.

Masters gained her third
first-place position of the
day when she won the
200-meter dash by crossing the finish line at 25.78.
Magnuson gained another three points for Maine
when she finished less than
a second later at 26.4 seconds.
The 3,000-meter run
was another strong event
for Maine, with fourth-year
Annabelle Wilson completing the event first at
10:41.09. First-year Hope
Gardner finished second at
11:05.81, gathering the top
two places and a total of
eight points for Maine.
Maine
finished
the
day strong, with their
4x400-meter relay team
earning first place. The
team consisted of MacLean, Jackson, Tasker
and second-year Alexis
Dietrich. Their total time
of 4:06.42 was easily suf-

ficient to beat UNH’s time
of 4:17.33.
The men’s team finished
second to UNH, losing by a
narrow margin of 15 points
with a total of 75 to 90.
It was a competitive day
for the men, who placed
highly in multiple events.
Third-year Assad Hicks
earned first place for Maine
in the high jump, reaching
2.04 meters. He was followed by fourth-year Tyler Martin who finished at
1.99 meters. Second-year
Steven Longfellow won
the triple jump at 41-11.25,
beating out UNH’s firstyear Alex Bice.
In the mile, Orach’s
powerful performance of
4:19.84 gained him second
place, with UNH’s firstyear Brett Hoerner narrowly earning first place.
Fourth-year
Michael
Lucas won the 400-meter
run, finishing at 50.58 sec-

onds, a solid half-second
ahead of UNH’s first competitor.
The 800-meter run was
won by Maine’s fourthyear Jake Leithiser, who
completed the race at
1:53.72, a full five seconds
ahead of second place.
The 3,000-meter race
was a Maine runaway, with
the top eight contestants all
coming from Maine. The
top three consisted of thirdyear Levi Frye (8:35.44),
third-year Justin Tracy
(8:36.52) and second-year
Joshua Horne (8:38.20).
Maine’s ‘A’ team won
the 4x400-meter relay by
over six seconds, clocking in at 3:21.20. The
team consisted of Lucas,
Leithiser, Martin and firstyear Tucker Corbett.
Next Friday, Maine will
travel to New York to compete in the America East
Championships.
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Around the Conference

UPCOMING

GAMES
Friday, February 19
Indoor Track and Field
at America East Championships
TBA

MEN’S HOCKEY SCORES
2/12

Maine
Notre Dame
Merrimack
Boston College
Connecticut
Providence
Vermont
New Hampshire
UMass Lowell
Boston University
Northeastern
UMass

STANDINGS
1 2/13
4
3
6
0
4
3
2
1
2
5
0

Vermont
New Hampshire
Providence
Connecticut
UMass
Northeastern
Boston University
UMass Lowell
Boston College
Merrimack
Maine
Notre Dame
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1

2

2

3

3

2

4

2
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4
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3
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6

8

5

9

5

10

1

11

5

12

WOMEN’S HOCKEY SCORES
2/12

2/13

2/14

Northeastern
Boston College
Maine
Connecticut
Providence
Merrimack
Maine
Connecticut
New Hampshire
Boston University
Merrimack
Providence

3
5
1
2

STANDINGS

Boston University
New Hampshire
Boston College
Vermont

from B2

by UNH. The Black Bears
fell just short of the podium
by .02 seconds and settled
for fourth place with a time
of 1:45.93. The relay team
was comprised of third-year
Tessa Lindsley, fourth-year
Taylor Sharp and first-years
Emma Blackdeer and Julianna McDonald.
The Black Bears would
end day one of the championships in fourth place with
86 total points.
Day two of the championships featured the 500-yard
freestyle, the 200-yard individual medley, the 50-yard
freestyle and the 200-yard
freestyle relay.
The Black Bears had four
swimmers compete in the
500-yard freestyle. Brodt finished first for the Black Bears
in the B Final (ninth overall)
to pick up nine points with
a time of 5:02.12. Adams
finished just behind her in
11th with a time of 5:03.49,
to pick up another six points.
Kleisinger and Sharp finished
15th and 16th with times of
5:05.60 and 5:05.76, respectively. The event was dominated by UNH, as they took
four of the top eight spots,
which included a sweep of

6
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2
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3
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4
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1

6

3
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4
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4
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Boston College
Northeastern
Boston University
Connecticut
New Hampshire
Providence
Vermont
Maine
Merrimack

OVERALL

Men’s Ice Hockey
vs. Merrimack
7 p.m.

18-5-7
21-4-5
21-5-4

Saturday, February 20

18-7-5

Women’s Basketball
at Stony Brook
2 p.m.

17-9-4
12-13-5
12-16-3

Baseball
at Clemson
2 p.m.

10-15-5
9-17-4
8-15-7

Men’s Ice Hockey
vs. Merrimack
7 p.m.

7-19-6
8-19-4

Sunday, February 21
Baseball
at Clemson
1 p.m.

OVERALL
32-0-0

Men’s Basketball
vs. Stony Brook
2 p.m.

25-6-1
19-11-2
14-13-5
10-21-1
10-20-2
8-22-2
10-21-2
4-26-2

6
2
2

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL SCORES
2/11 Albany
64
New Hampshire
58
Stony Brook
65
UMBC
69
Binghamton
39
Hartford
41
UMass Lowell
46
Maine
73
65
2/14 Maine
Albany
53
UMBC
68
UMass Lowell
52

Swimming

Notre Dame
Boston College
Providence
UMass Lowell
Boston University
Northeastern
Vermont
New Hampshire
Connecticut
Merrimack
Maine
UMass

Baseball
at Clemson
4 p.m.

New Hampshire
Stony Brook
Hartford
Vermont

the top three spots, to earn 67
points.
The Black Bears entered
two swimmers in the second
event of the day, the 200-yard
individual medley. McGillivary took 13th with a time of
2:10.11, while fellow teammate Blackdeer finished 16th
with a time of 2:13.09. The
duo picked up a combined
five points for Maine.
Maine would pick up
26 points in event number
three, the 50-yard freestyle.
Second-year Emily Borger
highlighted the Black Bears
with a fourth place finish.
She clocked in with a time of
23.76. McDonald took 10th
place with a time of 24:01.
The final event of day two
was the 200-yard freestyle
relay. The Black Bears’ team
of Borger, McDonald, Lindsley and Adams earned another fourth place finish with a
time of 1:35.36 to pick up 30
points.
The Black Bears would
finish day two in fourth place
again. UNH held a 17 point
edge over defending champion UMBC heading into day
three.
Day three of the championships was a busy day featuring seven events: 3-meter
diving, the 400-yard individual medley, the 100-yard butterfly, the 200-yard freestyle,

49
46
52
50

the 100-yard breaststroke,
the 100-yard backstroke and
the 400-yard medley relay.
Maine’s lone participant
in the 3-meter diving finals
was Weitz, who took fifth
with a score of 193.35. The
finish netted the Black Bears
14 points. The event was won
by UMBC’s Darelius who
avenged an earlier defeat
in the 1-meter dive to Vermont’s Preston. Darelius was
awarded 261.00 points while
Preston earned 238.20.
In the 400-yard individual
medley, the only Black Bear
to advance to the final round
was Kleisinger, who picked
up one point with a time of
4:39:33 for 16th place.
Second-year Emma Pontius was the lone Black Bear
representative in the 100yard butterfly finals. Pontius
swam the event in 56.68 to
pick up 13 points.
Maine had three swimmers advance to the 200yard freestyle finals. Adams
and Brodt were joined by
fourth-year Courtney Norman. Adams led the Black
Bears with a fourth place
finish with a time of 1:51.27.
Brodt touched at 1:55.18 to
grab 13th place and Norman
just after her at 1:55.77. The
trio picked up a combined 21
points for the team.
The Black Bears picked

CONFERENCE STANDINGS
1 Albany
2 Maine
3 Stony Brook
4 Hartford
5 UMBC
6 Binghamton
7 New Hampshire
8 Vermont
9 UMass Lowell

up seventh, 10th and 15th
place finishes in the 100yard breaststroke. Blackdeer
lead the way with a time of
1:05.34. Third-year Cecelia
McEachern finished with a
time of 1:07.17 while fourthyear Samantha Mathieu recorded a time of 1:08.27.
Despite the absence of a
victory or top three finish,
Maine picked up 21 points in
the event.
Maine picked up another 19 points in the 100-yard
backstroke. McGillivary took
ninth with a time of 57:39.
She was followed by Borger
in 11th (58:17), fourth-year
Amber Murray who took
14th with a time of 59:52 and
McDonald who took 16th
with a time of 59:82.
The last event of the day
was the 400-yard medley relay. The Black Bears ended
the long day on a high note
taking fourth place with a
time of 3:52.98 to earn a big
30 points. The relay team
consisted of McGillivary,
Blackdeer, Sharp and Adams.
After three full days, the
Black Bears maintained their
fourth place position with
301 total points. The Retrievers of UMBC overtook first
place and led UNH 626 to
588.5 heading into the final
day of the championships.

AE RECORD
12-1
12-1
8-5
7-5
6-6
5-7
3-9
2-10
1-12

OVERALL
21-4
21-7
16-10
11-14
15-10
10-15
9-16
7-18
4-21

Black Bears
blanked by HE
heavyweight
Notre Dame
Jacob Posik
Sports Editor
After two periods knotted in a 1-1 tie, the University of Maine men’s
hockey team imploded on
themselves the final period, allowing three Notre
Dame tallies in the last 10
minutes of the contest to
fall to the No. 8 Fighting
Irish 4-1 on the road Friday
night.
Black Bears fourth-year
forward Andrew Tegeler
and Notre Dame fourthyear forward Thomas DiPauli traded first period
goals before the Fighting
Irish notched three goals
in a row, one on the power
play, to overcome a Black
Bears team that was able
to hang around for most of

the contest.
First-year forward Jack
Jenkins broke the 1-1 tie at
the 9:38 mark in the third
period. On a play that originally began on the power
play, Jenkins received a
puck at the right dot from
second-year forward Jake
Evans. Jenkins skated into
the slot and sent a backhand shot that found its
way through traffic and
through the legs of Black
Bears redshirt third-year
netminder Matt Morris just
as the power play concluded. Jenkin’s tally would
prove to be the game-winning goal.
During the play, Black
Bears first-year defender
Keith Muehlbauer would
See M. Hockey on B5
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UConn sweeps women’s
hockey in regular season finale
Connor Schneider
Contributor
The University of Maine
women’s hockey team lost
a nail-biter in overtime to
the University of Connecticut (UConn) Huskies on the
road on Friday night. It was
the first game of a weekend
double-header for the Black
Bears, which will wrap up
their season. Up until this
weekend, Maine had momentum, as they swept Merrimack at the Alfond Arena
last weekend.
The Huskies opened the
scoring halfway through the
first period, as second-year
defender Leah Lum found
the twine to give UConn the
lead after the first period of
play.
After a scoreless second
period, Maine dominated the
ice in the third period. Second-year Maine forward Emilie Brigham scored a power
play goal late in the third to
tie the game up at 1-1. Maine
peppered Huskies fourthyear goalie Elaine Chuli with
19 shots on goal, while UConn only managed two shots
on net the entire period.
As regulation came to an
end, the score was all tied
up. UConn ended the game
very early, scoring only 2:41
into the overtime period, as
fourth-year forward Leah
Buress scored on third-year
Maine goaltender Meghann

M. Hockey
from B4

commit a foolish interference penalty that would
give the Fighting Irish another power play opportunity on the ensuing puck
drop.
Notre Dame’s highly-touted fourth-year left
winger Mario Lucia would
net a power play goal to
extend the Fighting Irish
advantage to 3-1. Second-year forward Anders
Bjork would find the puck
on a broken play in the slot
and send a shot that deflected off the post and out into
the crease behind Morris
as he flashed to the opposite puck. Lucia, known for
being in the right place at
the right time, clapped the
puck on the wide open net
to give his team a greater
cushion.
Black
Bears
Head
Coach Red Gendron would
pull Morris with over three
minutes remaining in the
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Treacy to walk off with a
win.
The big story of the
game was the outstanding
play by the goalies on both
teams. Treacy saved 19 of
21 shots that were sent her
way throughout the game.
The even bigger story was
the play of Chuli. Maine had
a staggering 40 shots on net,
and Chuli managed to stop
39 of those shots. Maine had
nearly double the shots than
the Huskies, and still only
scored one goal.
The Black Bears dominated the face-offs in the
game, winning a total of 35,
while the Huskies won only
22. Both teams were even on
penalty minutes in the game.
Maine was able to play tight
defense while shorthanded,
holding UConn scoreless on
all three of their power play
opportunities.
UConn is gaining momentum as the regular season winds down, having won
three of their last four games,
sitting in fourth place in the
Hockey East standings with
a record of 13-13-5.
The Black Bears season
did not turn out how they had
hoped, with a current overall
record of 10-20-2, and sitting
at seventh place in the Hockey East standings. Maine
now looks to finish up their
last game of the season with
a win on Saturday at 2 p.m.
UConn completes the

sweep with 4-3 victory
The Black Bears closed
out their regular season
against the UConn Huskies
in game two of a weekend
double header in Connecticut on Saturday afternoon.
Maine fell behind early and
was not able to fully recover,
dropping their second game
in a row, by a final score of
4-3.
The first period of the
game was full of action,
and it began with UConn’s
fourth-year forward Brittany Berisoff scoring 6:17 into
the period and then again a
little over two minutes later
to give UConn a quick 2-0
lead. Berisoff was assisted by fourth-year defender
Caitlin Hewes on the first
and by Buress on the second.
Maine answered, scoring
at the tail end of the period, as second-year defender
Anna Wright put the Black
Bears on the board by scoring her first goal of the season. Wright’s goal put Maine
within a goal at the end of
the first period.
A little over halfway
through the second period,
UConn extended their lead
when fourth-year forward
Margaret Zimmer scored on
an unassisted goal to give
Connecticut a 3-1 lead.
Maine started their third
period comeback when firstyear defender Alyson Matteau scored 5:22 into the last

period to bring the Black
Bears back within one goal.
Maine lost their late-game
momentum about halfway
through the period when the
Huskies went on the power
play.
Third-year forward Kelly
Harris converted on UConn’s lone power play goal of
the night, giving the Huskies
a two-goal lead once again.
Maine did not convert on
any of their power plays on
the night, going 0-4. The
Black Bears scored again
17:37 into the period, as
fourth-year forward Audra
Richards put the puck in the
net to bring the Black Bears
within a goal, which would
be the last scoring action of
the day.
Treacy increased her
career saves total to 1969,
which brings her to fifth
place overall in the conference. Chuli took the conference record for most saves in
a season, finishing the season with 732.
The Black Bears finish
their season with a record of
10-21-2, which lands them
in eighth place in Hockey
East standings. Maine now
gets next weekend off, and
begins the first round of the
playoffs on Feb. 26-28. The
Black Bears will either be
facing Boston College or
Northeastern University in a
best two-out-of-three series.

contest, allowing DiPauli
to notch his second goal of
the contest on an empty net
with 2:34 remaining in the
contest.
Despite the loss, Morris was stellar in net once
again for the Black Bears,
coming off a weekend series against Providence
where in game one, he
made a career-high 50
saves. Morris’ numbers
weren’t quite as spectacular in game one against
Notre Dame, but he still
stopped 39 of the 42 pucks
he faced in the contest.
Second-year goaltender
Cal Petersen saved 21 of
22 in net for the Fighting
Irish.
Tegeler’s tally in the
first period came on a
breakaway
opportunity,
where he lost control of the
puck but had Petersen out
of position, and the puck
slid untouched through
Petersen’s legs and into
the back of the net. Firstyear forward Daniel Perez
and second-year defender

Mark Hamilton assisted on
the play.
Notre Dame stomps
Maine 5-1 in game two
The Black Bears didn’t
have an answer for Notre
Dame on the back end of
the weekend series, despite
outshooting the Fighting Irish on their home
ice. Maine finished the
game with a 41-35 edge
in shots on net, but could
only notch one goal in the
contest. The Fighting Irish
spread the wealth with five
different scorers, completing the sweep with a
5-1 victory. Notre Dame
scored the first five goals
of the contest before firstyear forward Brendan Robbins notched Maine’s lone
goal.
From the outset, the
game
was
incredibly
physical. Black Bears
second-year forward Cedric Lacroix received an
unsportsmanlike penalty
just 1:22 into the contest.
Maine would go on to earn
a charging penalty, and

both teams would receive
roughing penalties before
the final horn.
Morris got the start
in net for Maine again,
but was replaced midway
through the third period
for first-year goaltender
Rob McGovern. McGovern saved all seven shots
he faced in the final 12:35
of action. Morris struggled
after game one, stopping
only 23 of the 28 shots the
Fighting Irish sent his way.
Petersen was stout again
for Notre Dame, posting a
.976 save percentage after
stopping 40 of 41 shots.
Evans scored the only
goal in the first period for
Notre Dame with an assist
from third-year defenseman Justin Wade. Evans
would finish with three
points with one goal and
two assists.
Fourth-year wing Sam
Herr, second-year center
Connor Hurley, first-year
wing Dylan Malmquist and
Bjork would all tally goals
for the Fighting Irish by

Walsh was not aware of
what was going on at the
time of the incident but
believed that Stojiljkovic’s
ejection was a worthy one.
“I didn’t see it at all,
we had good officials. I
trust those guys, they said
they went to the monitor
and that Ilija [Stojiljkovic] made contact with him
after the whistle. They told
me it was a clear flagrant
two,” Walsh said.
Following the overtime
loss Maine sees their record
fall to 8-17 overall and 4-8
in the America East. UMass Lowell improves to 1015 and 6-6 America East
play. The Black Bears are
back on the road again as
they travel to the University of Albany to play the
Great Danes on Sunday,
Feb. 14 for a 2 p.m. tipoff.
Albany handles Maine
108-64
Vann did everything
he could for the Maine
Black Bears as they were
blown out by the Albany
Great Danes 108-64. Vann
played a spectacular game
individually netting a
game high 26 points on 10of-18 shooting and five rebounds. Vann’s teammates
failed to provide him any
type of help on the offensive side of the ball and
they paid the price.
The Great Danes didn’t
take their loss to the Black
Bears lightly back on Jan.
15, when the two teams
last met. Albany made a
statement in this game,
scoring the most points
they have in a contest this
season, with 108 points. It
was obvious that they were
going to be victorious from
the first couple of minutes
of action.
The Great Danes ran
loose from the opening
tip, and they came out of
the gates scoring at will
with a 30-13 run over the
first 10 minutes. Albany
didn’t look back after get-

ting out to a comfortable
lead. Maine was unable
to get back within striking distance the rest of the
way. With 4:38 remaining
in the first half the Black
Bears cut the deficit down
to nine points at 36-27.
Right after coming close to
the Great Danes, they lost
their chance of a comeback
opportunity, surrendering
a 15-2 run to close out the
half, sending them into the
halftime break down 5129.
Albany went on cruise
control in the second
half and leisurely glided
through the finish line for
the blowout win. Nothing
changed in the second half
as the Great Danes continued to shoot the ball at an
efficient rate from all over
the floor and shut Maine
down on the defensive end.
It was a long afternoon for
the Black Bears as they
were never able to get in
a rhythm on either side of
the ball.
Maine shot 22-of63 (35 percent) from the
field and connected on just
7-of-26 (27 percent) from
three-point territory. Albany went 41-for-71 (58
percent) from the field and
7-for-21 (33 percent) from
beyond the arc. Maine’s
lack of size played a big
part in the loss yet again,
as the Great Danes bullied
the Black Bears down low,
out-rebounding Maine 5125 and outscoring them
64-26 in the paint. They
also dominated the second
chance points category by
a margin of 21-3.
Following the loss,
the Black Bears see their
losing streak grow to five
games and their record
drop to 8-18 overall and
4-9 in America East action.
Albany improves to 21-7
overall and 10-3 in conference play. Maine has a
week off to prepare before
hosting conference leading
Stony Brook on Sunday,
Feb. 21 at 2 p.m., as they
hope to get back into the
win column.

the 4:37 mark in the final
period. Hurley’s goal came
on a 5-on-3 power play opportunity after tripping and
too many players on the ice
penalties for Maine. Bjork
notched his second goal
of the weekend while the
teams skated at 4-on-4.
Maine failed to convert
on their only chance on
the man advantage. Robbins scored the lone Black
Bears goal with under
three minutes remaining in
the contest, his fourth of
the year.
On top of outshooting
Notre Dame, the Black

Bears edged out Notre
Dame in faceoff wins 3025, but couldn’t make
the most of their scoring
chances throughout the
contest.
After the loss, Morris
moves to 6-9-3 in net for
Maine on the season while
Petersen improves to 185-7 between the pipes for
Notre Dame.
Maine returns to action
next weekend when they
play Merrimack in a twogame series at the Alfond
Arena for the last time this
season. Puck drop is scheduled for 7 p.m.
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